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1999 Performance Report: 
Recidivism in Minnesota 

Exploring the Effects of Correctional 
Programming on Adult Offenders 

The Minnesota Department of Corrections (DOC) completed recidivism research for eight 
different groups of offenders. 

The first group was comprised of all adult inmates released from any state correctional facility 
in 1995. This research found that within three years ofrelease: 

■ 75% remained felony-free 
■ 89% did not return to prison for a new conviction 

The Legislative Auditor's Office conducted similar recidivism research for inmates released in 
1992. When comparing the DOC research to the Auditor's study: 

■ There has been a seven percent drop in offenders rearrested within three years of 
release from prison. 

■ There has been a nine percent drop in offenders reconvicted for a felony within three 
years of release from prison. 

The remaining seven groups studied were comprised of adult inmates who participated in 
specialized programming during their incarceration including: chemical dependency treatment, 

• sex .offender treatment, vocational education, academic education, work release, MINNCOR, 
and the Challenge Incarceration Program. Recidivism rates were computed for both inmates 
who participated in a program and those who did not. Results from this_ research found: 

■ Participants in sex offender treatment are less likely than non-participants to be rearrested, 
reconvicted, or reincarcerated. 

■ Challenge Incarceration Program participants are less likely to be rearrested than non
participants. 

■ Inmates who participated in chemical dependency programming were less likely than non
participants to be rearrested six months-following release. 

■ There is little difference in recidivism rates between participants and non-participants of 
vocational education, academic education, work release and MINNCOR. 

For a complete copy of the 1999 Performance Report: Recidivism in Minnesota, contact the 
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Executive Summary 

Recidivism in Minnesota: Exploring the Effects of Correctional 
Programming on Adult Offenders 

At a time when government programs and the dollars they spend are under 
growing scrutiny, it has become important to evaluate the efficacy of those 
programs. Consistent with the development of a results-oriented government, the 
1998 and 1999 Minnesota Legislatures directed the Department of Corrections 
(DOC) conduct both recidivism and job placement research. The following 
report, an analysis of correctional programming in Minnesota as it affects the 
return of those offenders to the state correctional system, serves as a formal 
response to the first of these requests. 

1 

The Department of Corrections utilizes performance measures that support a clear 
sense of mission, guiding principles, and core values. These measures are 
reported annually as an assessment of departmental progress toward the following 
goals: 

• To provide a safe, secure, humane environment for staff and offenders; 
• To maintain off ender accountability in facilities and the community 

while planning for their successful reintegration to society; 
• To promote programs and operations that are innovative, efficient, cost

effective and based on best practices; and 
• To foster restoration of the victim, community and offender. 

While an update on these measures is important, the focus of this study is specific 
to one portion of the second goal: the planning for offenders' successful 
reintegration to society. Recidivism is a strong indicator of an offender's post
release community reintegration. As such, it is of primary importance that studies 
of recidivism not only tabulate the number of offenders who return to the 
correctional system, but that they account for the effects of off ender programming 
on the ability to function successfully outside prison walls. With this in mind, we 
attend to two basic questions here: first, at what rate do those released from 
Minnesota correctional facilities return to correctional custody ( as arrests, 
convictions, and incarcerations)? Second, and more specifically, how do 
correctional programs and off ender characteristics influence offenders' rate and 
type of return to correctional custody? 

To answer these questions, the Office of Research and Evaluation, in 
collaboration with the Correctional Education Association and the U.S. 
Department of Education, utilized data originally collected for a three-state study 

• on the effects of correctional education on recidivism rates. This study, tracking 
approximately 1,000 inmates from Minnesota, Ohio, and Maryland for two years 
following their 1997 release, led to the collection of personal histories, criminal 
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histories, and correctional programming information from pre-and post-release 
surveys and individual case files. 

In order to address the larger question of how correctional interventions influence 
post-release adjustment, the Office of Research and Evaluation combined the 
above data with information on criminal histories and arrest/conviction/ 
reincarceration records from the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. 
This combined data set allowed for an analysis of the admission, programming, 
release, and post-release information for 1069 offenders in the state of Minnesota. 
The results show an overall two-year rearrest rate of 28.5 percent, a two-year 
reconviction rate of 9 .4 percent, and a two-year reincarceration rate of 7 percent. 
These rates of return vary significantly by sex, race, and offense type. Further 
analysis of the relationships between correctional programming, off ender 
characteristics, and offense type shows moderate to significant support for the 
positive effects of sex offender treatment and the Challenge Incarceration 
Program on recidivism. No other correctional programs appear to significantly 
impact the recidivism of adult offenders. Additionally, race and offense type 
regularly and significantly influence the likelihood of offender recidivism. 

This study is exploratory in nature and should be interpreted with caution. While 
these results are valuable as baseline data, they do not adequately capture the 
entire process of offender rehabilitation as it impacts the recidivism of 
Minnesota's adult offenders. Nor does the study follow the subjects for an 
extended period of time-a necessity to determine long-term effects of 
correctional programming. 

To address the latter concern, general recidivism data was analyzed for adults 
released from Minnesota correctional facilities in 1992 and 1995. These 
offenders were followed for a full three years after release. For 1992 releases, 32 
percent were reconvicted for a felony and seven percent for a gross misdemeanor. 
For 1995 releases, 25 percent were reconvicted for a felony, and 10 percent for a 
gross misdemeanor. This is a seven percent drop in felony convictions. The 1995 
results control for the effects of the suspense file (see the Conclusion for more 
information). 

In addition, the 1992 results are similar to those reported by the Minnesota Office 
of the Legislative Auditor (1997) for inmates released in 1992 (34 percent 
reconvicted for a felony). However, it should be noted that the Auditor was able 
to peruse the 1992 suspense file for their study; it was not available for this study. 

In comparing the Auditor's findings for inmates released in 1992 and reconvicted 
for a felony (34 percent) with the findings of this report of 1995 releasees 
reconvicted for a felony (25 percent), there has been a nine percent drop in felony 

• reonvictions for offenders released in 1992 and 1995. 

Minnesota Department of Corrections Research and Evaluation 
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Introduction 

Effective programming is becoming a focus for community and government 
groups across the nation. As agencies receiving public funds struggle to 
demonstrate progress toward publicly endorsed objectives and goals, the 
measurement and monitoring of progress has become paramount. One such 
measure of progress for correctional agencies is recidivism, or offenders' rates of 
return to the correctional system. There are multiple states that use recidivism 
rates to measure success, commonly reporting recidivism rates for adult offenders 
within one to five years of release ( for additional information, please see the 
Literature Review to follow). However, few of these studies go beyond criminal 
history and sentencing information to link recidivism to the institutional 
programming experienced by offenders. This study will provide a more complete 
picture of adult offender recidivism by examining how correctional interventions, 
combined with offender characteristics and criminal histories, influence 
recidivism. 

This study of recidivism in Minnesota was mandated by the state legislature in 
1998 and 1999. In order to satisfy the legislative request for information on 
recidivism and correctional programs, it was necessary to collaborate with an 
educational recidivism project currently being conducted by the Correctional 
Education Association and the U.S. Department of Education. This research, 
conducted in Minnesota, Ohio, and Maryland, involved the collection of data on 
approximately 1,000 inmates from each state to determine the effect of educational 
interventions on post-release adjustment for two years following release. When 
combined with Minnesota DOC program data and criminal history information 
collected from the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, the Office of 
Research and Evaluation was able to conduct a more comprehensive analysis of 
admission, programming, release, and post-release information for 1,069 offenders 
in the state of Minnesota. 

Despite a wide variation in the type of data necessary for this kind of study, the 
overall question guiding the research is simple: do correctional programs 
positively influence offenders' post-release adjustment? More specifically, what 
types of programs ( and what types of participation) lead to a reduction in offender 
recidivism? 

At this point, it is important to acknowledge our approach to this question, 
specifically our definition of recidivism. The Minnesota DOC defines recidivism 
as any return to the criminal justice system, including an arrest, conviction, or 
incarceration, on any new charge. For the purpose of this analysis, the critical 
time period within which an off ender can return to the correctional system is 

. defined as two years. Unlike many existing studies that look only at rates of 
rearrest, reincarceration, or reconviction, we look at all three in order to determine 
the efficacy of Minnesota correctional programming. Further, we move beyond 
existing studies to analyze the relationships between certain types of correctional 
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programming and recidivism. For instance, does a specific type of educational 
program lead to more successful post-release adjustment than does a work release 
program? Additionally, does a combination of programs lead to a lower rate of 
return? This report will address all of these questions in order to provide the 
reader with a more complete picture of correctional programming and recidivism 
prevention in Minnesota. 

Program Summaries 

Correctional programming in the state of Minnesota takes many forms, and it is 
important to describe each program prior to discussing the methods taken to 
measure their effects on offender recidivism. The following summaries detail the 
basis of each program and the type of intervention each provides for the offender. 

The Challenge Incarceration Program (CIP) 
The Challenge Incarceration Program, mandated by the state legislature in 1992, 
is an "intensive, rigorous, highly structured" program for non-dangerous drug and 
property off enders. CIP demands a high level of accountability and discipline and 
involves three phases that are tailored to specific types of programming. These 
phases are carried out in succession during the last one-third of a qualified 
offender's sentence. 

The Institution Phase, or first phase of the program, is located at the Minnesota 
Correctional Facility (MCF)-Willow River and lasts six months. This phase 
involves intensive daily programming that includes manual labor, chemical 
dependency counseling, rigorous physical activity, behavior modification, and 
specialized training (in areas such as critical thinking skills, education/literacy, 
nutrition, and courtesy). The second phase of CIP, also lasting six months, 
involves a high level of supervision and surveillance as the offender re-enters the 
community. The offender is required to report to a supervising agent daily, with 
the additional requirements of on-demand drug testing, the maintenance of stable 
employment or educational programming, the completion of a public service plan, 
and individual or group counseling. The third phase of CIP lasts for the 
remainder of the off ender's sentence and involves a lessor degree of 
supervision/surveillance (usually weekly) by a CIP agent. Educational 
programming or employment must continue throughout this phase to maximize 
the offender's adjustment to, and integration in, the community at large. For all 
phases of CIP, serious/repeated rule violations or new offenses will immediately 
result in the offender's return to a facility. A total of 254 off enders participated in 
CIP (any phase) in 1998. 

Work Release 
Work Release, established by the state legislature in 1967, is a program that 

• permits screened offenders to work at paid employment or vocational 
programming in the comm.unity. Offenders become eligible to apply for Work 
Release after having served at least one-half of their sentence, and they usually 
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participate in the program during the last six to eight months of their term. Only 
those offenders who pass a screening of criminal behavior (repeated violations of 
facility standards and the commission of new crimes rule offenders ineligible), 
chemical dependency history, and institutional adjustment are permitted to 
participate in the program. 

Work Release is considered to be a "fundamental element" of the Minnesota 
corrections system, as it is both a cost-effective and valuable opportunity for 

5 

off enders to restore their relationship with the larger community. The two levels 
of Work Release are differentiated by the risk level posed by the offender to the 
community and vary by the level of supervision and community freedom assigned 
to the offender. Level One provides the offender with the basic opportunity to 
work or attend vocational school while spending evenings in a county jail, jail 
annex, or community correctional facility. Level Two, for the lowest-risk 
offender, provides offenders with the opportunity to work or attend vocational 
school while spending evenings in a secure facility; for this phase there is an 
added incentive of evening activity passes and overnight furloughs after a period 
of steady employment. Both Work Release levels also require that the offenders 
remain fully employed/enrolled in educational programming, are chemically free, 
and are willing/able to pay a portion of both their housing costs and the full 
amount of their court-ordered restitution, fines, or assessments. Random 
drug/alcohol tests, chemical dependency counseling, and close supervision round 
out the programming included in Work Release. The average daily population 
for both phases of Work Release in 1998 was 177, and the average daily cost of 
work release programming per offender for that year was less than $40. In 1998, 
Work Release participants paid $37,179 in restitution. 

MINNCOR Industries 
MINNCOR was created in 1994 as a central business and management structure 
for the correctional industry programs of seven Minnesota correctional facilities. 
These programs were developed in accordance with multiple objectives, including 
the reduction of offender idleness, the restoration of offender/community 
relations, and the self-sufficient financial operation of the prison industries as a 
whole. MINNCOR strives to expose offenders to opportunities that will assist 
them in developing strong work habits, boosting their self-esteem, reducing 
incidences of disruptive behavior, and increasing the likelihood of success upon 
release. Offenders can work in jobs such as data processing, production, 
distribution and installation services, and subcontracting, all of which allow them 
to earn wages for the work they perform. The mandatory deductions from those 
wages are allocated to pay for taxes, restitution, court fees/fines, and dependent 
support. MINNCOR employs approximately 18 percent of the inmate population 
at any given time and assigned 883 offenders to program employment during 
1998. 
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Education Programs 
There is a broad range of educational programming offered at Minnesota 
correctional facilities, and the programming is tailored to the needs of the 
population in each facility. Common components of educational programs 
include academic and vocational education, training in critical thinking and 
transition skills, basic literacy and ESL programming, and GED certification. 
Adult Basic Education is defined as directed instruction for adults that fall below 
the post-secondary level. Vocational education is defined as technical college 
instruction that is specifically related to a certain group or class of job skills. Life 
or social skills education is defined as coursework that helps students to direct 
their own lives and to understand themselves and/or others. Adult General 
Education is defined as instruction in general knowledge that leads to a diploma 
equivalency. The average participation rate of offenders in part-or full-time 
educational programming was approximately 36 percent in 1998. 

Chemical Dependency Treatment 
All offenders committed to the commissioner of corrections receive a diagnostic 
assessment of their chemical history/dependency, and this assessment is used to 
determine level of chemical dependency care required for each offender. 
Facilities at St. Cloud, Faribault, Lino Lakes, Shakopee, and Stillwater each have 
a residential treatment program (with over 500 beds combined), while Willow 
River and Moose Lake have chemical dependency programming that is integrated 
with other educational and counseling programs. In addition, many facilities 
make AA and NA programs available to offenders, and many of the chemical 
dependency programs include aftercare or relapse prevention education as part of 
their curriculum. A total of 992 offenders received some form of chemical 
dependency treatment in 1998. 

Sex Offender Treatment 
Sex offender programming has been provided to offenders in the Minnesota 
correctional facilities since 1978. Multiple approaches are used to treat inmates, 
and the treatment approach/ es selected for any given offender will be determined 
through intake assessments conducted at the St. Cloud facility after sentencing. 
The types of sex offender treatment include psychoeducational programming, 
intensive/long-term programming, alternative programming (for offenders with 
lower intellectual functioning), and for offenders preparing to exit a facility, 
transitional and aftercare programming. 

Therapeutic tracks for sex offender programs include sexual assault education, 
individual therapy, family therapy, and group counseling. There were 276 
offenders who participated in sex offender treatment programs in 1998. 

·Mental Health Services 
• The DOC provides a wide range of mental health services to mentally ill and 
mentally disordered offenders. All offenders are evaluated for their mental health 
needs at intake, and those with histories of mental disorder/distress or mental 
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health interventions are further screened to assess the need for mental health 
intervention within the correctional system. The adult services to which off enders 
may be referred/assigned include self-help groups, outpatient intervention (such as 
group or individual psychotherapy), supportive living units for chronic mental 
health problems, and mental health units (both inside and outside the system) for 
acute mental illness. These services fall along a multidisciplinary continuum of 
care. 

Report Format 

The remainder of this report is organized into four sections. First is a brief review 
of previous state research on the topic of recidivism, paying special attention to 
those studies that present the most thorough treatment of the subject and those that 
have attempted to link recidivism with correctional programming. Second is a 
discussion of the research methodology, specifically the means by which data was 
collected, organized, and analyzed on offenders and their correctional histories. 
The third section presents the results of the analysis. Fourth is a discussion of the 
results and their meaning for correctional programming ( and offenders) in 
Minnesota, as well as suggested directions for further research. A series of 
Appendices includes the results of the pre-release survey, copies of data collection 
forms, and updates of performance measures tracked for the January 1999 
Performance Report. The data on performance measures, compiled to identify 
baselines and trends regarding the off ender population, allows the reader to assess 
DOC performance in respect to the goals ( adopted in 1997) and the objectives 
( established in 1998) used to track progress. 
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Literature Review 

There is a wide range of existing research on the subject of recidivism. The range 
reflects multiple approaches, including different definitions and methods of 
measurement, that punctuate the complexity of the concept. The purpose here is 
to briefly discuss the work done by other states on the subject of recidivism in 
order to frame our own approach to conducting such research. 

While many states have researched their off enders' returns to correctional custody 
along the lines of demographic, sentence, and crime characteristics (see Delaware, 
1997; Louisiana, 1997; New York, 1997; and Pennsylvania, 1987), there are four 
especially strong state research efforts that provide a foundation for our study. 
First, the Florida DOC reported rates of return for offenders released from 
Florida's prisons for the years 1988-1995 (April, 1998). Recidivism, defined for 
this study as a "return to prison or sentence to Community Supervision for a new 
crime within 24 months of the offender's date of release" (1 ), is tracked over time 
as it varies by offender and crime characteristics, as well as by criminal history. 
The analysis reveals a 21 percentage point drop in the recidivism rate between 
years 1988-89 and 1994-95 (from 39.7% to 18.8%). Further, there were notable 
variations in recidivism across offender gender, race, and age. For years 1988-
1995, females recidivated at a lower rate than did males, although this difference 
regularly declined each year (19.1 % males to 15.9% females in 1994-95). Next, 
African American offenders recidivated at higher rates than white offenders 
(22.1 % to 13.8% in 1994-95) and older offenders (ages 26 and older at release) 
were found to have lower rates of recidivism than younger offenders. 

Florida's analysis of crime characteristics and recidivism also revealed that 
offenders who committed murder/manslaughter or sex offenses had consistently 
lower rates of recidivism (9.6% and 8.4% for fiscal year 1994-95) than did 
offenders who committed burglary or robbery, whose recidivism rates were 
consistently highest overall (22.3% and 19.7% for fiscal year 1994-95). 
Regarding prior commitments, sentence length, and time served, those individuals 
with three or more priors, indeterminate sentences of five or more years, or 
custody time not exceeding three years (for a previous offense) demonstrated 
higher recidivism rates than individuals whose criminal histories included fewer 
commitments, less intensive sentences, and/or more time actually logged in DOC 
custody. Last, the average number of months between release and re-off ending 
averaged between 7.5 to 9.6, with this number increasing each year of the study. 

The second notable study is one of many conducted on the topic of recidivism by 
the Washington DOC (1998). This study reports recidivism rates for all releases 
between 1985-96 using data collected through the state's electronic Offender 

. Tracking System, which allows the state to track each offender for a five-year 
"risk" period. Their study, which defines recidivism as the return of an offender 
(for either a new felony or a technical violation of parole) to an adult correctional 
facility after being either paroled or discharged from such a facility, found an 
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average return rate of 32 percent for all inmates released from 1985 through 1992. 
Further, approximately one-third of all returning offenders did so within the first 
year of release. 

Although the above research focuses solely on return rates, the Washington DOC 
Planning and Research Section has also conducted multiple studies on recidivism 
that analyze the variations on returns by offense (1997) and by sentence type, 
incarceration history, and release location (1996). The former study tracked 
release cohorts for the years 1985 through 1991 for a five-year risk period in order 
to examine how an offender's latest and most serious offense affects recidivism 
rates. This study found that the overall return rate over a five-year period was 32 
percent. However, there were significant differences in return rates by offense 
category, as off enders who committed property and person offenses were more 
likely to recidivate (at 43% and 31 %, respectively) than were drug and sex 
offenders (26% and 20%, respectively). 

The latter study used data on all offenders released from 1985 through 1990 to 
determine if sentence type (indeterminate or determinate) influenced prison 
returns. It was found that 37 percent of those offenders with indeterminate 
sentences, versus 26 percent of those offenders with determinate sentences, re
offended within five years of release. Further analysis of those with determinate 
sentences (6,964 offenders) revealed that incarceration history and release 
location (i.e., prison, work release, or pre-release) also influence recidivism. 
Offenders for whom the last admission was their first were less likely to return 
(24%) than were those offenders whose histories included multiple admissions 
(55%). Next, those released from a work release program were less likely to 
recidivate (20%) than were both prison (28%) and pre-releases (30% ). 

The third state effort of import is that of Massachusetts, which has conducted a 
study similar to those described above (April 1998). Their research reported 
recidivism rates for 3,557 offenders released from Massachusetts DOC facilities 
during 1994, counting as a recidivist "any release who is reincarcerated in a 
Massachusetts correctional institution, or to a house of correction/jail for at least 
30 days within a year of their date of release to the street" (April 1998). Data for 
this study was compiled from multiple sources, including the DOC VAX 
database, Board of Probation criminal history data, DOC inmate folders and 
Parole Board files. 

The emphasis in this study falls on why the offender is returned to custody, and 
which off enders tend to return, instead of the type of sentence received. Analysis 
of the data found that 24 percent of the offenders released in 1994 were returned 
to custody within the one year follow-up period. Of these, 73 percent had a r~turn 
involving a new offense (including technical violation of parole due to a new 
arrest), most of whom committed a person or property offense (20% and 24%, 
respectively). There is an important research note to add here: the research did 
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not compare the offense for which the off ender was released to the offense for 
which the offender was re-admitted to custody. 
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Next, this research analyzed other variables as they relate to recidivism, including 
the disposition of the new arrest, the time until return, the institution of release, 
the type of release, and off ender characteristics (including sex, race, age at 
release, present offense and prior adult incarcerations). Of these, the results for 
recidivism by offender characteristics were most notable. For instance, the 
recidivism rate was identical for male and female offenders (24%). For race, 
Caucasians had a recidivism rate of 22 percent, compared to 24 percent 
recidivism for Hispanic off enders, 28 percent recidivism for African American 
off enders, and 1 7 percent recidivism for Asian and American Indian off enders 
combined. Female offender recidivism varied by race in that Caucasian females 
had a lower recidivism rate than did African American females (24% to 26%, 
respectively), but a higher rate than did Hispanic females (20%). Last, it is noted 
that age at release influences recidivism in that younger offenders (ages 22-25) 
had generally higher rates of recidivism than did older offenders (32% was the 
highest rate for the youngest age group). A similar age pattern was observed for 
both female and male offenders. 

Last, a study conducted by the Office of the Legislative Auditor in Minnesota 
(January 1997) provided a strong model from which to conduct this general 
analysis of recidivism. In response to a 1996 legislative mandate, they tracked 
1,879 offenders released from Minnesota prisons and 6,791 offenders sentenced 
to probation during 1992. These releases were tracked for a three-year period to 
identify those who were arrested, convicted, and/or imprisoned for gross 
misdemeanor or felony offenses. They found a three-year rearrest rate of 59 
percent, with 45 percent of those being reconvicted and 40 percent being 
reincarcerated. It is important to note here that of those 40 percent, only 28 
percent were incarcerated for a new offense. Next, the three-year return rates for 
probationers were found to be 42 percent, 28 percent, and 15 percent (for rearrest, 
reconviction, and reincarceration, respectively). Additional analyses included 
recidivism rates by offense category, the results of which indicate that property 
and drug offenders are most likely to be rearrested (both released prisoners and 
probationers alike); further, property offenders are most likely to be rearrested for 
the same offense. Recognizing that the Minnesota Legislature has also requested 
correctional program evaluations in the past ( and in light of the lack of data on 
these state programs), the Office of the Legislative Auditor also reviewed existing 
research on correctional programming. They reported that despite the multiple 
private studies of public correctional programs, there is no consensus regarding 
the effects of different types of prison programs generally, or the effects of 
different programs on different types of offenders specifically. 

• As such, it is now important to shift the focus of this review to program 
evaluations that link recidivism to corrections-specific interventions. Although a 
few states have examined their programs using recidivism as an outcome ( see 
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Kansas, 1997; Ohio 1995, 1996; Texas 1996, 1997, 1998), weak research designs 
make it difficult to apply their results to correctional programming in general. 
However, there are a few examples that merit brief discussion. Two such 
research projects were conducted by Turner and Petersilia (1996) who, in 
conjunction with the State of Washington, studied the Washington work release 
program and its effect on recidivism rates. The State of Washington has 
maintained a formal work release program since 1967. This program permits 
inmates to serve the final four to six months of a sentence in private residential 
facilities while requiring employment, drug testing, curfews, and compliance with 
other program rules. 

The first of these studies analyzed the 1990 cohort of males released from 
Washington prisons (n=2,452) along demographic, work release participation and 
work release performance lines. The costs incurred by each participant (for both 
work release programming and "failure," or return to prison for program 
violations) were also compared to the costs incurred by offenders during a 
"typical" sentence. Similarly, the second study evaluated the costs and efficacy of 
work release programming through the comparison of two samples of inmates 
(work release "completers" and offenders who served full prison sentences). This 
review of the studies will focus only on those results relevant to recidivism. 

Both studies reported that Washington work release programs are successful 
overall in preparing offenders for release and adjustment to the community. The 
first study reported that less than five percent of offenders in work release 
programs committed new crimes during program participation, and 99 percent of 
those crimes were less serious property offenses (petty theft and forgery). 
However, 25 percent of work release participants were returned to prison for rule 
infractions during their tenure. Furthermore, a number of variables (including 
race, age, offense, and criminal history) appear to be strong predictors of program 
success. Specifically, older offenders, Caucasian offenders, those with no prior 
criminal record, and those who were convicted of person crimes (robbery or 
assault) were more successful than young offenders, African American and 
Hispanics, those with prior records, and those convicted of property or drug 
crimes. 

The second study, which focused on recidivism for both work release completers 
and non-participants, was conducted using an experimental design wherein 
offenders deemed eligible for work release were randomly assigned to either an 
experimental group or a control group. Of every 10 eligible offenders in the 
Seattle area, one was assigned to a control group (members of which were 
removed from eligibility and assigned to full sentence terms) and one to an 
experimental group (who were assigned to work release programming). The 
remaining offenders in the pool maintained their status on the waiting list for the 

• work release program until one year after assignment, when an additional 48 
offenders were randomly selected to supplement the experimental group. The 
final sample consisted of 218 offenders, 125 of which were randomly assigned 
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and 93 of which were chosen as a matched comparison group (these offenders had 
"maxed out" their sentences, making them otherwise ineligible for work release). 
Demographic information, employment history, and drug use/offense/criminal 
history information were collected for all study participants at intake, and at six 
month and 12 month markers additional information was obtained about services 
received, contacts made, and time spent in programming. Last, "rap sheets" were 
obtained for each offender that included each offense committed during the one
year period following random assignment. 

The results of this study indicate that 58 percent of offenders on work release 
committed rule infractions during programming (compared to 4.7% of offenders 
"on the inside"), but both groups were equally likely to be returned to prison for a 
new crime during the one-year followup period. In fact, 30 percent of non-work 

• release off enders were arrested within one year while 22 percent of work release 
offenders were arrested in the same time period. This difference is not 
statistically significant. It is also important to mention that many of these returns 
to prison were for short stays: by the end of the one-year followup period, 71.4 
percent of control group offenders and 52. 7 percent of experimental group 
offenders had been discharged from institutions for their recidivating offenses. 

Last, the Washington State Institute for Public Policy conducted an in-depth 
review of both public and private research on correctional programming and 
recidivism (1999). Assigning a dollar value to both the amount of taxpayer 
money associated with certain correctional programs as well as estimates of future 
criminal justice costs, this study focuses on the economic benefits of correctional 
programming. By taking a financial analysis approach to the problem of 
recidivism, the authors identify correctional programming that reduces criminality 
in a cost-beneficial manner. As such, the "bottom line" becomes one of 
economics. 

To conduct this analysis, the authors reviewed all research conducted on the topic 
of adult and juvenile recidivism within the last 20 years. Next, they isolated only 
those studies employing a strong methodology, usually those comparing the 
effects of programming on a sample group of offenders to the effects of no 
programming on a comparison group of offenders. Each program was then 
assigned a cost-benefit ratio based on the cost of programming, the taxpayer 
benefits accruing from the correctional program ( or the amount of future criminal 
justice costs averted by the program), and the estimated crime victim benefit 
resulting from the program. Of the programs studied (including job counseling, 
intensive supervision, work release, penal industries, basic and vocational 
education, sex offender treatment, and inpatient/community drug therapy), the 
authors conclude that some prevention/intervention programs work some of the 
time with certain offenders, but often these "success stories" display only modest 

• reductions in criminality for the amount of money spent. In other words, while 
some adult programs display "favorable returns," such as select job counseling, 
cognitive-behavioral, and vocational education programs, these interventions 
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would not necessarily be successful in other states/settings or with other groups of 
offenders. While this study' s attention to the economic effects of correctional 
programming represents a definite shift in the way recidivism is measured, it does 
not address how such programs may improve upon or streamline existing efforts 
to reduce recidivism. 

It is with the above studies in mind that the Minnesota DOC has conducted a 
comprehensive research project on recidivism. The remainder of this report 
focuses on the research at hand, mainly an analysis of recidivism rates as they 
vary by offender/crime characteristics and the types of correctional programming 
to which off enders are exposed in state facilities. The next chapter will outline 
the methods of data gathering and analysis chosen for this research. 
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Methodology 

This research is an outgrowth of a study funded by the Correctional Education 
Association and the U.S. Department of Education and designed by the 
Correctional Education Association. The original study, begun in 1997, was 
developed by CEA with the help of criminal justice researchers at Georgia State 
University and the University of Maryland-College Park to address the question 
of how correctional education programs affect post-release employment and 
recidivism. 

As originally designed, the CEA study employed a three-pronged approach to 
gathering data appropriate to the research question. First, 3,000 subjects from 
Minnesota, Maryland, and Ohio1 were administered a self-report, pre-release 
survey. This survey utilized a videotaped introduction and body, along with a 
standardized answer sheet, to reduce the problems associated with differing 
(specifically low) levels of reading skills. The instrument contained 60 items 
regarding such subjects as family background, prior employment, educational 
history, juvenile history, and personal motivation (see Appendix C). 
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The second prong of data collection required an examination of offenders' 
institutional files for information on criminal histories, institutional adjustment, 
educational programming, and employment. Additional elements of interest were 
entry and exit scores for the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE). A 
standardized data collection form, containing a total of 34 items (see Appendix D) 
was used by all members of the multi-state and University research team. 

The third prong of data collection involved tracking subjects through the Sheriffs 
Jail Linkage System, a multi-state database containing information on new 
offenses and arrests for each offender. Parole officers were also asked to fill out 
post-release surveys regarding parolees' adjustment, including employment and 
disciplinary infractions. This portion of data collection is ongoing. Upon request 
from the Minnesota DOC, the data collected for the CEA study was then shared 
with the Office of Research and Evaluation. 

The study on which this report is based began with the accessing of offender 
information from the CEA data set. This criminal history, sentence, demographic 
and personal information, organized by offender identification number, was then 
linked to Bureau of Criminal Apprehension data on offenders' post-release 
arrests, convictions, and incarcerations. Additionally, data specific to Minnesota 
correctional programs, including CIP, Work Release, MINNCOR, Education, 
Chemical Dependency treatment, Sex Offender treatment, and Mental Health 
services, was collected from each program's staff. This data includes 

_ participation information on each offender, such as date of program entry, length 

1 The offenders included in the study were those released between the dates of August 17, 1997, and 
September 30, 1998. 
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and type of program participation, and the type of/reason for program exit ( e.g., 
successful completion or termination). For all program data, date of entry and 
exit were then matched to the date of sentence for each offender. For program 
data containing more than one record per offender (meaning that the offender 
attempted or participated in the program more than once), the latest attempt was 
checked against the sentence date for the offender in question. If the date of 
programming did not correspond with the date of sentence, the offender was 
given a code of "no" for program participation during that sentence. As such, 
only the programming related to the sentence at hand was counted as part of the 
analysis for each offender. 

The above data collection efforts resulted in a total of 416 variables on 1,069 
offenders. These variables include demographics (such as offender sex, race, 
marital status, and level of previous education), offense and sentence information, 
programming experienced during institutionalization, and post-release offense 
information. The post-release offense information was used to construct a 
measure of recidivism that reflects any arrest, conviction, or incarceration 
resulting from a new offense (not a technical violation) within two years of 
release from a Minnesota correctional facility. Meanwhile, the demographic, 
offense and programming information were used as predictors of recidivism. 

In order to isolate the effect of different types of programming ( and differing 
types of participation in those programs) on recidivism rates, offenders were 
assigned a code of O if they did not participate in the given program, a code of 1 if 
they participated but did not "complete" the program, and a code of2 if they 
"completed" the program (received a certificate/diploma, or otherwise completed 
program requirements). In this manner, it was then possible to separate the 
effects of participation in a given program from participation in and completion of 
a given program. 

Analyses 

Univariate, bivariate and multivariate analyses of the data were conducted. The 
univariate analyses provided variable frequencies that describe the study 
respondents, while the bivariate analyses, specifically cross-tabulations, calculate 
the relationships between offender characteristics, program participation and 
recidivism within a two-year time period. Chi-square tests of independence are 
calculated for each of these analyses to determine if the differences in recidivism 
on any given offender characteristic are attributable to chance variation or to the 
effects of that characteristic2. Last, a multivariate analysis is conducted to 
determine how multiple programs (both participation and completion) and 
demographic variables combine to affect offender recidivism. A multivariate 

2 It is important to note, however, that a chi-square test of independence assumes that the data represent a 
simple random sample. This study used a convenience sample, not a random sample. Therefore, the chi
square values noted herein must be interpreted with caution - they are not accurate indicators of 
significance. 
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analysis, namely a technique called logistic regression, is important here because 
it allows an understanding of how offender variation on a set of data elements 
(such as sex, race, prior offense and program participation) influences offenders' 
likelihood of recidivating. 
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Findings 

Demographics 

Seven percent (74) of the 1,069 respondents are women and 93 percent (995) are men. 
This is similar to the make-up of the total adult inmate population on July 1, 1999. At 
that time, six percent of the inmates were women and 94 percent were male. 

Just over half (52%) of the respondents identified themselves as Caucasian. African 
Americans make up 34 percent of the sample. The percentage in each racial category is 
similar to the July 1, 1999, inmate population. See Table 5.1, below. 

Table 5.1: Race 

Racial Category Study Percent 7 /1/99 Percent 
Caucasian 52 47 
African American 34 37 
American Indian 8 7 
Hispanic 5 7 
Asian/Pacific Islander 1 2 
TOTAL 100 100 

Upon admission to a Minnesota correctional facility, new inmates are asked questions 
regarding their educational background. The highest inmate-declared educational level 
achieved for the respondent sample is similar to the total adult inmate population. See 
Table 5.2, below. 

Table 5.2: Education 

Educational Category Study Percent 7 /1/99 Percent 
Grades 0-8 5 6 
Grades 9-11 34 30 
High school graduate 27 24 
GED 18 22 
College and up 15 16 
Other/unknown 1 2 
TOTAL 100 100 

The average sentence length for the 1,069 former inmates in the study was 25 months. 
The average number of months between admission date and first release, such as 
supervised release, was 17.4 months. 
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There are more property offenders in the study than were incarcerated on July 1, 1999, 
(38% vs. 63%). See Table 5.3, below. 

Table 5.3: Original Offense 

Offense Category Study Percent 7 /1/99 Percent 
Person 38 63 
Property 32 17 
Drug 19 15 
Other 10 5 
Missing 1 0 
TOTAL 100 100 
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Recidivism Rates for the Entire Sample 

The rearrest rates are similar between men and women. At the end of two years 29 
percent of the men and 26 percent of the women had been rearrested. At the end of two 
years, women (16%) are significantly more likely than men (9%) to be reconvicted 
(significance level .032). See Graph 5.1, below. 

Graph 5.1: Recidivism.By Gender 
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Looking at age categories, the rearrest rates are similar for each of the age groups with 
the exception of the "over 50" group.· This group ofinmates has a significantly lower 
rearrest rate than the remaining respondents (.025 at one year and .017 at two years). See 
Graphs 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 below. 
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Graph 5.2: Rearrest By Age 
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Graph 5.4: Reincarceration By Age 
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The educational level of inmates at admission was compared with the nine recidivism 
variables. There is no significant difference between education levels and recidivism. 
See Graphs 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 below. 

Graph 5.5: Rearrest By Educational Level 
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Graph 5.6: Reconviction By Educational Level 
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Graph 5.7: Reincarceration By Educational Level 
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Inmates who entered prison on a person offense are significantly less likely to be 
rearrested after six months (8%) than are property offenders (22%) (.000 significance 
level). At two years, person offenders are less likely (19%) to be rearrested than property 
offenders (38%) (.000 significance level). This is also true at all three reconviction time 
periods. See Graphs 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 below. 

Graph 5.8: Rearrest By Type Of Offense 
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Graph 5.10: Reincarceration By Type Of Offense 
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Marital status has no significant impact on recidivism rates. See Graphs 5.11, 5.12, and 
5.13 below. 

Graph 5.11: Rearrest By Marital Status 
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Graph 5.12: Reconviction By Marital Status 
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Graph 5.13: Reincarceration By Marital Status 
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African Americans are more likely to be rearrested (.000 significance level) at six months 
than American Indians and Caucasians (22%, 12%, and 12% respectively). At two years, 
Asian Americans and Afiican Americans are more likely to be rearrested (.000 
significance level) than Caucasians ( 41 %, 38%, and 22% respectively). • This difference 
does not exist for reconviction orreincarceration. See Graphs 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 below. 

Graph 5.14: Rearrest By Race 
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Graph 5.15: Reconviction By Race 
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Graph 5.16: Reincarceration By Race 
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Program Information 

Mental Health 

Prior to 1999 inmates received mental health services in a one-to-one setting. Because 
the length of counseling and the frequency of counseling sessions differed for each 
inmate, it was not possible to define "mental health programming." However, Oak Park 
Heights contains a mental health unit. This unit is a residential unit that provides services 
to all inmates during their residence. Three percent (3 2 people) of the study respondents 
resided in the mental health unit at Oak Park Heights during a portion of their 
incarceration. Results from this small percentage of respondents should not be 
generalized to the entire population of inmates who have received mental health 
treatment at Oak Park Heights. .Mental health programming was not included in the 
bivariate or multivariate analyses due to the small number of participants. 

Sex Offender Treatment 

Seventeen percent (182) of the study respondents were referred or mandated to 
participate in sex offender treatment. Forty-five percent of the 182 (82) participated in 
sex offender treatment and 55 percent (100) did not. For those inmates (100) who were 
recommended for, but did not participate in, sex offender treatment the following reasons 
were provided: never entered treatment (61), refused to enter (24), denies offense (4), not 
enough time to complete treatment (10), and unknown (1). 

The sex offender treatment program also has a chemical dependency treatment 
component. Inmates who receive chemical dependency treatment as part of sex offender 
treatment are not included in the sample of inmates who received chemical dependency 
treatment (discussed in a separate section below). Twelve percent (126) of the study 
respondents were referred or mandated to participate in chemical dependency treatment 
through the sex offender program. Five percent ( 51) of the inmates participated in 
chemical dependency treatment and seven percent (75) did not. Of the 51 inmates who 
did participate, 29 successfully completed treatment (57%). Reasons for not participating 
in the recommended chemical dependency treatment are: never entered (64), refused to 
enter (2), not enough time for completion (4), and unknown (5). 
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Inmates who receive sex offender treatment are less likely to be rearrested, reconvicted 
and reincarcerated than the respondents who were not a part of the treatment program 
(significance levels between .000 and .020)3. See Graph 5.17, below. 
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3 As was explained in the previous section, these significance levels were determined using a chi-square 
test. Because a chi-square test assumes a random sample (not the convenience sample used for this study), 
we must interpret these significance levels with caution. 
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Chemical Dependency Treatment 

Thirty percent (319) of the respondents participated in chemical dependency treatment 
during their incarceration. Seventy percent (225) of the 319 inmates who received 
chemical dependency services successfully completed treatment. See Table 5.4, below. 

Table 5.4: Chemical Dependency Treatment Outcome 

Outcome Number Percent 
Success 225 70 
Administrative termination 76 24 
Exoiration of sentence 5 2 
Transfer to other institution 3 1 
Offender withdrew 10 3 
TOTAL 319 100 

The only significant difference in recidivism for inmates who received chemical 
dependency treatment and those who did not was at six months for rearrest (12% and 
18% respectively). See Graph 5.18, below. 

Graph 5.18: Recidivism By Chemical Dependency 
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Challenge Incarceration Program, Phase 1 

The percentage of inmates that successfully complete CIP Phase 1 is very high. Ninety
six percent (112) of the 116 respondents who entered Phase 1 completed the program. 
Reasons for non-completion ar~: two people failed due to discipline problems, one person 
voluntarily withdrew, and one person escaped. 

Program outcome information is available for 94 of the 112 inmates that successfully 
completed Phase 1 and went on to Phase 2. The percentages in Table 5.5 below reflect 
data for the 94 people with completion information. Half(49%) of the inmates that 
entered Phase 2 completed the program and three-quarters (74%) of the inmates that 
completed Phase 2 and entered Phase 3 also completed Phase 3. 

Table 5.5: Challenge Incarceration Program by Last Phase Entered and Program 
Outcome 

Phase2 Phase2 Phase3 Phase3 
Outcome Number Percent Number Percent 

Completed promam 22 49 36 74 
Absconded 7 16 2 4 
Hard drugs 4 9 3 6 
Mariiuana 0 0 1 2 
Alcohol 2 4 1 2 
New misdemeanor 1 2 0 0 
New felony 4 9 3 6 
Other 1 2 0 0 
Unaccountable 4 9 2 4 
Ex:oiration of sentence 0 0 1 2 
TOTAL 45 100 49 100 

Participants in the Challenge Incarceration Program Phase 1 are less likely to be 
rearrested and reconvicted at each of the time intervals than inmates that did not 
participate in CIP. Phase 2 participants are less likely than non-participants to be 
rearrested at each of the time intervals and are less likely to be reconvicted at the one year 
mark. Phase 3 participants are less likely than non-participants to be rearrested at each of 
the time periods. See Graphs 5 .19, 5 .20, and 5 .21, below. 
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Graph 5.19: Recidivism By CIP, Phase 1 Participant 
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Graph 5.20: Recidivism By CIP, Phase 2 Participant 
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Graph 5.21: Recidivism By CIP, Phase 3 Participant 
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MINNCOR Work Experience 

Inmates have a variety of work assignments during their incarceration. Additionally, they 
may have more than one work assignment at any one time. For example, an inmate may 
attend educational programming in the morning (education is a work assignment) and 
work at an institutional job in the afternoon. There are seven categories of work 
assignments: alcohol and other drug treatment, sex offender treatment, educational 
programming, MINNCOR, institutional job, Challenge Incarceration Program, and Other 
(this category encompasses assignments not attributable to the above-listed programs). 

The three work assignments held by the inmate for the longest period of time were 
included in the study. Eighteen percent (194) of the inmates participated in the 
MINNCOR program at some time during their incarceration. Thirty-two of the 194 
inmates held more than one MINNCOR job during their incarceration. The amount of 
time the 194 people spent at aMINNCORjob ranged from a low of one-half month to a 
high of three years with an average of 7.6 months. See Table 5.6, below. 

Table 5.6: Time Spent Working for MINNCOR 

Cate2orv Number Percent 
0to2months 39 20 
2.1 to 6 months 81 42 
6.1 to 12 months 33 17 
Over 1 year 41 21 
TOTAL 194 100 

There were no significant differences in the rearrest, reconviction and reincarceration 
rates for MINNCOR participants and non-participants. See Graph 5.22, below. 

Graph 5.22: Recidivism By MINNCOR Participation 
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Work Release 

Only 22 of the 1,069 subjects participated in the work release program during their 
incarceration. In order to participate in the research, inmates needed to complete a pre
release questionnaire. A possible explanation for the low number of work release 
participants is that work releasees were not available to complete the pre-release 
questionnaire because they were at work. Of the 22 participants, nine absconded while 
on work release, nine were back in on a technical violation, and four successfully 
completed the program. Due to under representation, work release participation is not 
included in the multivariate analysis. 

Academic & Vocational Education 
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Inmates complete the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABB) when they enter a 
Minnesota correctional facility to determine the educational grade level of the inmate. 
Inmates with a score of less than an eighth-grade education are required to participate in 
an adult basic education program. Seventy percent (753) of the 1,069 subjects completed 
the math portion of the T ABE. The grade level range was from kindergarten (3 inmates) 
through the end of the 12th grade (94 inmates). The average grade level for math is 7th 

grade- sixth month. Seventy-three percent (784) of the subjects completed the reading 
portion of the test. The grade level range was from grade 1 (I inmate) through the end of 
grade 12 (227 inmates). The average grade level for reading is grade 9-third month. 
The language portion of the TABB was administered to only 22 percent (233) of the 
population. The grade level range was from kindergarten (37 inmates) to the end of 
grade 12 (27 inmates). The average grade level for these 233 inmates is the beginning of 
grade 6. 

The grade level scores based on the initial TABB testing is depicted in Table 5.7, below. 

Table 5.7: Grade Levels Of Initial TABE 

Math Reading Language 
Grade Level N=753 N=784 N=233 

Under m-ade 4 12 8 34 
Grades4-6 32 18 22 
Grades 7-8 26 16 17 
Grades 9-10 12 20 13 
Grades 11-12 18 38 14 
TOTAL 100 100 100 

Over 40 percent of the inmates participated in one or more educational programs while 
incarcerated. The program that was used most often was the adult basic education 
program, 25 percent of the subjects received these services. See Table 5.8, below. 
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Table 5.8: Participation in Educational Programming 

Average#of 
Type of Proaram Number Percent months 

Adult basic education 268 25 8 
GED 97 9 5 
Life Skills • 89 8 5 
Post-secondarv education 28 3 11 
Vocational program.ming 169 16 6 
TOTAL in EDUCATION 464 43 

Table 5.9: Diploma or Certification Received 

Number in Number Percent of 
Type of Proaram Proaram Completed Participation 

Adult basic education 268 46 17 
GED 97 72 74 
Life Skills 89 74 38 
Post-secondary education 28 4 14 
Vocational profU"amming 174 62 36 

Participants of prison educational programs were just as likely as non-participants to be 
rearrested, reconvicted and reincarcerated at each of the time periods. See Graph 5 .23, 
below. 

Graph 5.23: Recidivism By Education Participation 
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Recidivism-Expanded Analyses 

All inmates with the exception of inmates on interstate transfer who were released in 
1992 and in 1995 were included in a three-year analysis of recidivism. Rates for rearrest, 

. reconviction for misdemeanor/gross misdemeanor/felony, reconviction for gross • 
misdemeanor, reconviction for felony, reincarceration for a new offense, and 
reincarceration for a technical violation of a previous sentence were computed. The BCA 
suspense file was perused for the 1995 releases. The 1992 suspense file has been 
archived and was not available for examination. 

The percent of inmates with a felony reconviction dropped seven percent (32% 1992, 
25% 1995). The percent of rearrests in a three-year period also dropped from 56 percent 
in 1992 to 52 percent in 1995. See graph 5.24 below. 

Graph 5.24: Recidivism Comparison 
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Work release participants were not included in the program study because they were not 
available to complete a questionnaire conducted as part of the research. Former inmates 
released on work release status in 1995 were compared with releases who did not 
participate in work release. The rearrest rate for work release participants is four percent 
higher than for non-participants (49% vs. 45%). Three percent of work releases were 
reincarcerated for a new offense compared to 12 percent for the remaining population. 
See graph 5.25 below. 
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Graph 5.25: Recidivism By Work Release 
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Multivariate Analyses 

Because it is expected that more than one variable impacts the likelihood of an event 
occurring, it is necessary to analyze data in a manner that accounts for the effects of 
multiple conditions or characteristics simultaneously. Multivariate analysis is a method 
used for this purpose, and here it is used to assess the degree to which offender 
characteristics, offense characteristics, and correctional program participation and 
completion increase or decrease the likelihood of offender recidivism. 
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We know from the bivariate analysis that off ender race, type of offense,· and participation 
in sex offender treatment, CIP, or chemical dependency programming significantly affect 
recidivism rates. However, we do not know how all of these variables, when considered 
together, impact the likelihood of offender recidivism. Nor do we know how other 
program or offender variables may become significant predictors of recidivism if they are 
considered alongside those variables correlated with recidivism reduction. Therefore, we 
constructed multiple statistical models to simultaneously test for the effects of offender 
characteristics, program variables (including both partipation in and completion of a 
given program), and the type of offense on which the offender was originally 
incarcerated. These models were then analyzed for their ability to predict off ender 
recidivism, as measured by rearrest, reconviction, and reincarceration for two years after 
release. 

The first models included only off ender characteristics, such as age, race, sex, and marital 
status. When these models are run against the three measures of recidivism, it shows that 
Caucasian offenders are significantly less likely to be rearrested than are African 
American, American Indian, and Asian offenders (b=.66, a=.00); married and divorced 
offenders are significantly less likely to be reconvicted than are never married offenders 
(b=-.35, a=.06); and females are significantly less likely to be reconvicted than are males 
(b=-.75, a=.03). The above characteristics do not significantly impact the likelihood of 
reincarceration. 

It was also expected that the type of offense committed would impact the likelihood of 
recidivism. When offense type is considered alongside the offender characteristics noted 
above, off enders who commit person offenses emerge as significantly less likely to be 
rearrested and reincarcerated (b=-1.5, a=.02 for rearrest; b=-1.62, a=.05 for 
reincarceration), although this effect is not observed for reconviction. Additionally, the 
effect of being a person of color continues to significantly increase the likelihood of 
rearrest (b=.78, a=.00), and also significantly increases the likelihood of reconviction 
when type of offense is simultaneously considered (b=.37, a=.09). Last, the effects of 
marriage/divorce reduce the likelihood ofreconviction when offense is jointly considered 
(b=-.3080, a=. I 0). 

Next, a statistical model was constructed to measure the effects of correctional program 
participation on rearrest, reconviction, and reincarceration. First, we assessed how 
participation in sex off ender treatment, chemical dependency treatment, educational 
programs, CIP and MINNCOR influenced the likelihood of recidivism for two years after 
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release. The results of this analysis show that participation in sex off ender treatment and 
CIP significantly reduce the likelihood ofrearrest (b=-1.93, a=.00 for sex offender 
treatment; b=-.59, a=.05 for CIP). However, these effects do not surface for 
reconviction, and only sex offender treatment proves to significantly reduce the 
likelihood of recidivism for reincarceration (b=-1.85, a=.07). Note: Participation in 
Work Release or mental health programming was not included in these models due to 
under-representation. 

When participation in correctional programs is included in a model that also accounts for 
offender characteristics (such as race, sex, age, and marital status), some of the above 
effects remain. For instance, participation in sex offender treatment and CIP continue to 
reduce the likelihood ofrecidivism (b=-1.71, a=.00 for sex offender treatment; b=-.82, 
a=.01) within two years of release. Additionally, race and age re-emerge as a significant 
predictors of rearrest: Caucasian offenders are less likely to be rearrested (b=-.64, a=.00) 
and unit increases in age until age 50 increase the likelihood ofrearrest (b=2.4, a=.01). 
For reconviction, the significant effects of sex offender treatment fall away, as do the 
effects of race and age. However, CIP participation continues to reduce the likelihood of 
recidivism on this measure, and marital status re-emerges as a significant predictor (b=-
1. 13, a=.06 and b=-.32, a=.09, respectively). Oddly, this model shows that male 
offenders are significantly less likely to be reconvicted (b=-.68, a=.06). Because this 
effect does not emerge elsewhere, it is possible that its significance is the result of error. 
Last, sex offender treatment resurfaces as a significant variable for reincarceration, and 
MINNCOR participation also shows a significant effect on this measure. However, sex 
offender treatment reduces the likelihood ofreincarceration (b=-1.73, a=.09) while 
MINNCOR participation slightly increases this likelihood (b=.49, a=.09). 

Participation in correctional programming is also analyzed in conjunction with type of 
offense. Similar to the effects noted above, participation in sex offender treatment and/or 
CIP decreases the likelihood of rearrest (b=-1.55, a=.00 for sex offender treatment; b=
.78, a=.01 for CIP) when considered alongside offense type. Again, offenders who 
commit person offenses are significantly less likely to be rearrested (b=-1.11, a=.07). 
However, none of these effects hold true for recidivism if it is defined by reconviction, 
and only sex off ender treatment emerges as a significant predictor of reincarceration (b=
l. 65, a=. IO). 

Next, we attempt to distinguish between the effects of program participation and program 
completion on recidivism. To do so, a statistical model was constructed with completion 
variables for sex offender treatment, chemical dependency treatment, and CIP (the only 
three programs for which there was a measure of successful program completion). When 
analyzed alone, successful completion of sex offender treatment and CIP significantly 
decreases the likelihood of recidivism for rearrest and reconviction (a= .00 for sex 
offender treatment, a=.07 for CIP). While sex offender treatment completion 
significantly decreases the likelihood ofreincarceration as well (a=.02), CIP does not 
demonstrate an equally significant effect. Similar results are found when offense type is 
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added to the model. With the addition, offenders convicted of person crimes are less 
likely to be rearrested (b=-. 99, a= .10). 
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Last, offender characteristics are re-introduced into the statistical model containing 
program completion and offense type variables. In so doing, completers of sex offender 
treatment and the Challenge Incarceration Program are still significantly less likely to· be 
rearrested when these other variables are included (a=.02 and .00). The effect of sex 
offender treatment completion is still positive, albeit less significant, for reconviction and 
it completely falls away for reincarceration. Likewise, the positive effects of CIP 
completion are rendered insignificant for reconviction and reincarceration when 
considered alongside offense type and offender characteristics. 

Interestingly, offenders convicted of person crimes are less likely to be rearrested and 
reincarcerated when program completion and offender characteristics are included in the 
model (b=-1.48, a=.03 for rearrest and b=-1.44, a=.09 for reincarceration). In sum, there 
is not a notable difference between the effects of program participation and program 
completion on recidivism, regardless of the measure. This is somewhat counterintuitive, 
as we expected to find that completion of a correctional program would decrease the 
likelihood of recidivism to a greater degree than would participation in that program. 
However, these models only compare program participation and completion on three 
programs. It is premature to state that there is little difference between the preventive 
effects of participation and completion for all correctional programming. 

Obviously, the effects of race, sex offender treatment and CIP (both participation in and 
completion of) significantly impact the likelihood of recidivism, either positively or 
negatively. However, one should note that these effects shift and appear to be largely 
dependent on the other factors operating in the model. Further, the shifting of effects by 
the different types of recidivism may reflect the limited tracking time (two years for those 
offenders released in August of 1997, and less for those released as late as September of 
1998). Clearly, offenders might just now be starting to cycle through the 
arrest/conviction/reincarceration process. In short, we concur with the conclusion 
reached by the Washington Institute for Public Policy (1999): while this study provides 
some support for the assertion that correctional programming works to reduce off ender 
recidivism, it is more accurate to state that some correctional programs positively impact 
some offenders - and only some of the time. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

Prison programs have many desired outcomes, of which lowered recidivism rates may be 
one. The information presented in this report, although presenting some support for 
certain types of correctional programs and their ability to reduce recidivism, is only an 
exploratory study on one measure of program success. Each program included in this 
study would require a full-scale program evaluation in order to determine program 
effectiveness, in relation to recidivism and otherwise. However, this study serves as a 
foundation for future research in that it explores the possible relationships between 
offender characteristics, offense types, and correctional programming. It is, therefore, a 
valuable tool to use in the design and implementation of more detailed and long-term 
studies of recidivism. 

This study also has multiple weaknesses, all of which impact the findings presented here. 
First, this research tracks a group of offenders for a relatively short period of time (two 
years for those subjects released in August of 1997, and less than two years for those 
released in the Fall of 1998). This short amount ohime has likely led to an 
underestimate of both reconviction and reincarceration. Further, it makes recidivism 
difficult to predict, even using a more rigorous multivariate analysis. Although previous 
research supports the idea that many recidivists return to the system within two to three 
years of release, a longitudinal study covering multiple years and tracking multiple 
system entry and exit dates is necessary to conduct a more detailed analysis of recidivism 
across sentence and offender characteristics. 

Further, this research does not differentiate between first-time offenders and returning 
offenders (based on the status of the offender for the current offense). For a better picture 
of how criminal careers evolve and how correctional programming works to change those 
paths, it is necessary to follow a group of first-time offenders for an extended period of 
time. Ideally, such research would track these individuals for a period of no less than 10 
years, beginning at the moment of first arrest. 

Additionally, the program data used for this analysis was problematic. There is currently 
little uniformity in the type of data collected on correctional program participation in 
Minnesota. Further, there is little regularity in the form that data takes. While it is 
understandable that ·program data would be collected at different times and by different 
program staff, the lack of standardization ( especially as it relates to the data elements 
collected) makes it difficult to measure the impact of programming on recidivism. 

Related to the topic of program data is the lack of attention to program interaction. This 
analysis did not look at the possible effects of possible program interactions on 
recidivism. It is known that some offenders are exposed to multiple types of correctional 
programming during their incarceration, and it is unlikely that these programs work 
independently of one another. Therefore, it is important that a future analysis of this data 
includes interaction terms (those representing multiplicative program effects) in a 
multivariate statistical model. 
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Another data issue impacting this and other studies is the statewide problem with missing 
data. The State of Minnesota has a large depository of arrest and conviction records that 
cannot be matched to offenders. This "suspense file" contains hundreds of thousands of 
records that, because of missing or inaccurate data (including fingerprints and offense 
codes), cannot be linked with existing offender files. As such, it is likely that any given 
off ender may have an incomplete file, which makes it difficult to accurately determine 
the number of arrests and convictions that occur post-release. An unfortunate example of 
this occurred during the course of this study, when we encountered a total of 12 subjects 
for whom there was incarceration data on a new offense, but for whom data on the 
corresponding arrest and conviction were missing. Accordingly, it is important to 
acknowledge that the existing suspense file may, in fact, render our estimate of re-arrests 
and re-convictions smaller than they actually are. 

Any study of offender recidivism is incomplete if it does not include data on post-release 
community support and reintegration. It would be inappropriate to assume that those 
programs and interventions experienced by offenders while on the "inside" are effective 
on the "outside" without the support of the community to which the offender is released. 
In fact, it is not yet known if community support and reintegration works independent of, 
or in conjunction with, correctional programming to prevent recidivism. Although this 
report does not contain data on the type and extent of offenders' family, peer group, and 
community support, future studies should include such data in analyses of correctional 
programs -- especially those programs using post-release success as a desirable outcome. 

Last, research is needed in the area of job placement following release, specifically that 
including recidivism rates based on wages earned and job type. This information is 
currently unavailable. The DOC and the Department of Economic Security have been 
unable to reach a data-sharing agreement to facilitate this research. 

Clearly, the study described here presents a valuable first look at the recidivism of adult 
off enders by program in Minnesota. It is our hope that this research be used as a 
foundation for further studies that not only track first-time and repeat offenders, but that 
also account for the variety of ways in which correctional programming impacts returns 
to the correctional system over time. 

The Research and Evaluation Unit is also conducting recidivism research for juveniles 
released from the Red Wing, Sauk Centre and Thistledew facilities. 
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Appendix A 

Pre-Release Survey Results 

In order to participate in this study, the inmates were required to complete a pre-release 
questionnaire. A representative of the education department administered the survey six 
weeks prior to the participant's release. The results of this survey are presented for 
informational purposes. Recidivism rates were not computed based on inmate answers 
on the questionnaire. 

When asked about their marital status, the majority of the respondents (59%) reported 
their marital status as single, while 16% (164) of respondents stated they were divorced. 
See Table A.l, below. 

Table A.1: Marital Status of Respondents 

Category Number Percent 
Married 95 9 
Live with a friend 129 12 
Separated 42 4 
Divorced 164 16 
Single 628 59 
TOTAL 1058 100 

Respondents were asked what type of geographical area they lived in prior to their 
current incarceration. Just under half (49%) reported living in a city, while 17% (185) 
reported living in the suburbs. See Table A.2, below. 

Table A.2: Geographical Residence of Respondents 

Category Number Percent 
City 516 49 
Suburb 185 17 
Small city (10-50,000) 121 11 
Town (<10,000) 143 14 
Rural area 91 9 
TOTAL 1056 100 

Respondents were asked for how many people they were financially responsible one year 
prior to incarceration, and 39% (408) claimed having no dependents, while 16% (170) 
reported having one person dependent upon their income. See Table A.3, below. 
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Table A.3: Number of People Dependent upon Respondent's Income 

Category Number Percent 
None 408 39 
One 170 16 
Two 153 15 
Three 153 15 
Four or more 157 15 
TOTAL 1041 100 

When asked to report their number of children under the age of 18, 39% (410) of the 
respondents stated having no children under age 18, while 23% (239) stated having one 
child under 18. See Table A.4, below. 

Table A.4: Number of Children under 18 

Category Number Percent 
None 410 39 
One 239 23 
Two 189 18 
Three 112 11 
Four or more 97 9 
TOTAL 1047 100 
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Next, respondents were asked if they were legally responsible for the financial support of 
one or more of their children. Forty percent (423) of the respondents reported yes, 32% 
reported no, and the other 28% (287) reported having no dependents. See Table A.5, 
below. 

Table A.5: Legally Responsible for the Financial Support of Children 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 423 40 
No 338 32 
No children 287 28 
TOTAL 1048 100 

Respondents with children were also asked to report how frequently they saw their 
children during this current incarceration. While most (64%) said never, 11 % (96) 
reported visiting with their children once a week and another 11 % (93) stated seeing their 
children once a month. See Table A.6, below. 
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Table A.6: Frequency of Visits with Children 

Category Number Percent 
Once a week 96 11 
Once a month 93 11 
Every 3 months 44 5 
Every 6 months 26 3 
Once a year 48 6 
Never 540 64 
TOTAL 847 100 

Next, respondents were asked if they received benefits such as food stamps, welfare, 
AFDC, Medicare, and/or public housing in the year prior to their current incarceration. 
Twelve percent (130) reported receiving Medicare, 11 % (112) reported receiving food 
stamps, and only 3% (29) reported receiving public housing. However, a large majority 
of the respondents stated that they did not receive any benefits at all. See Table A.7, 
below. 

Table A.7: Benefits Received 

Yes No 
Category Number Percent Number Percent 
Food Stamps 112 11 994 89 
Welfare 64 6 992 94 
AFDC 42 4 1014 96 
Medicare 130 12 926 88 
Public Housing 29 3 1027 97 

N= 1056 
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Respondents were also asked to report if their family ( defined as spouse, brothers, sisters, 
parents, children, and grandparents) received welfare benefits. Twenty-five percent (250) 
reported that their family is currently on welfare benefits. See Table A.8, below. 

Table A.8: Family on Welfare 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 250 25 
No 765 75 
TOTAL 1015 100 

Further, respondents were asked to report if their family (see definition above) currently 
receives section 8 subsidized housing. Fourteen percent responded yes. Sl:e Table A.9, 
below.· 
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Table A.9: Family Receiving Section 8 Housing 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 145 14 
No 878 86 
TOTAL 1023 100 

When asked if anyone in their family had ever been incarcerated in prison or jail, 50% 
(515) of the respondents stated yes and 50% (523) responded no. Again, family was 
defmed as spouse, brothers, sisters, parents, children, and grandparents. See Table A.10, 
below. 

Table A.10: Family Member Ever Incarcerated 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 515 50 
No 523 50 
TOTAL 1038 100 

Respondents were asked to report if a close friend had ever been incarcerated in prison or 
jail. Sixty percent (621) of the respondents stated that yes, a close friend had been 
incarcerated. See Table A.11, below. 

Table A.11: Close Friend Ever Incarcerated 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 621 60 
No 412 40 
TOTAL 1033 100 

Next, respondents were asked if they spoke a language other than English at home. 
Fourteen percent (150) of the respondents said yes, with the majority (55%) reporting 
Spanish as a second language and another 20% (28) reporting an American Indian 
language. Only 6% (9) reported Asian as a second language. See Tables A.12 and A.13, 
below. 

Table A.12: Second Language Spoken in Home 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 150 14 
No 900 86 
TOTAL 1050 100 
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Table A.13: Second Language in Home (Specified) 

Category Number Percent 
Spanish 77 55 
Asian 9 6 
Native American 28 20 
Other 26 19 
TOTAL 140 100 

Respondents were asked several questions regarding their employment experiences prior 
to their current incarceration. Of those who were employed the year prior to 
incarceration (805),just over half (51%) were employed full-time. Another 22% (174) 
were employed mostly full-time, whereas 21 % (169) reported working mostly part-time. 
See Table A.14, below. 

Table A.14: Prior Employment Situation 

Category Number Percent 
Full-time 414 51 
Mostly full-time 174 22 
Mostly part-time 169 21 
On disability 40 5 
Receiving workers' comp 8 1 
TOTAL 805 100 

When further questioned about their work experiences, most respondents ( 61 % ) reported 
having one or two legal jobs in the year prior to their incarceration. However, there were 
257 (26 percent) respondents who reported holding no legal jobs in that time frame, while 
a small portion (4%) of the respondents claimed to have held five or more legal jobs the 
year prior to their current sentence. See Table A.15, below. 

Table A.15: Number of Legal Jobs - One Year Prior To Incarceration 

Category Number Percent 
Zero 257 26 
One or two 608 61 
Three or four 92 9 
Five or more 42 4 
TOTAL 999 100 

Next, respondents were asked how many different legal jobs they had held in their 
lifetime. Forty-four percent (451) reported holding seven or more legal jobs, whereas 
19% (199) reported holding five or six legal jobs. See Table A.16, below. 
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Table A.16: Number of Legal Jobs -Lifetime 

Category Number Percent 
Zero 92 9 
One or two 116 11 
Three or four 173 17 
Five or six 199 19 
Seven or more 451 44 
TOTAL 1031 100 

Further, the majority of the respondents (58%) reported their longest time spent at a job 
was one year or more, while 21 % (222) reported their longest time spent at a job was 
between one and six months. See Table A.17, below. 

Table A.17: Longest Time Spent at Job 

Category Number Percent 
Never employed 60 6 
One to six months 222 21 
Seven to 12 months 154 15 
One year or more 596 58 
TOTAL 1032 100 
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The respondents were also asked the number of months they had spent unemployed in the 
year prior to their current imprisonment. The most common response was 'always 
employed' (30%), while 19% (193) reported one or two months of unemployment and 
17% (175) reported seven or more months of unemployment. See Table A.18, below. 

Table A.18: Number of Unemployed Months in Year Prior to Prison 

Category Number Percent 
Always employed 312 30 
Never employed 113 11 
One or two months 193 19 
Three or four months 141 3 
Five or six months 100 1 
Seven or more months 175 17 
TOTAL 1034 100 

Next, respondents were asked to report their longest period of unemployment (excluding 
time spent as a full-time student or that spent in prison or jail). Thirty-six percent (369) 
reported their longest period of unemployment lasting from one to six months, while 
another 26% (272) of the respondents reported their longest length of unemployment was 
one year or more. See Table A.19, below. 
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Table A.19: Longest Length of Unemployment in Lifetime 

Category Number Percent 
Always employed 163 16 
Never employed 90 9 
One to six months 369 36 
Seven to twelve months 135 13 
One year or more 272 26 
TOTAL 1029 100 

Next, respondents reporting to have held a legal job were asked how much they earned 
per week. A total of 731 respondents answered the question. The mean weekly wage 
was $393.43, with a median weekly wage of$340. 

Respondents were also asked if they had ever held a job that paid more than minimum 
wage. The majority (85%) reported yes, with the hourly wage for these jobs averaging 
$11.63 (median hourly wage of$9.00). Conversely, respondents were asked if they had 
ever held a job at which they earned less than minimum wage. Although the majority 
(85%) responded no, the average hourly wage for these jobs was $3.02 (median hourly 
wage of$3.25). 

Respondents were asked to report if the employer at their longest job prior to 
imprisonment paid for any health care benefits. A total of 455 (45%) respondents 
reported receiving benefits, with 59% (286) of those receiving health insurance, 33% 
(152) receiving annual or vacation leave, and 25% (112) receiving unemployment. It is 
important to note the respondents' employers could be counted twice if they paid for 
more than one health care benefit. See Tables A.20 and A.21, below. 

Table A.20: Health Benefits Received at Longest Job Held 

Category Number Percent 
Was unemployed 112 11 
Yes 455 45 
No 449 44 
TOTAL 1009 100 

Table A.21: Specific Health Care Benefits Received 

Yes 
Category Number Percent 
Health Insurance 268 59 
Annual or Vacation Leave 152 33 
Sick Leave 117 26 
Unemployment 112 25 

N=455 
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When respondents were asked if they received a retirement plan with their job, over half 
(59%) reported no, while 30% stated receiving such a plan. See Table A.22, below. 

Table A.22: Retirement Plan with Longest Job 

Category Number Percent 
Was unemployed 113 11 
Yes 305 30 
No 598 59 
TOTAL 1016 100 

Next, the respondents were asked for the age at which they were first involved in criminal 
activities. Age 13 was cited by 11 % (112) of the respondents, while 9% (93) reported 
being 15 years old at first criminal involvement. The respondents' average age for first 
involvement was 17.33 years, with a median age of 15 years. See Table A.23, below. 

Table A.23: Age When First Involved in Criminal Activity 

Category Number Percent 
1 to 5 years old 5 1 
6 years old 8 1 
7 years old 14 1 
8 years old 15 2 
9 years old 22 2 
10 years old 35 3 
11 years old 42 4 
12 years old 73 7 
13 years old 112 11 
14 years old 89 9 
15 years old 93 9 
16 years old 86 9 
17 years old 58 6 
18 years old 73 7 
19 years old 42 4 
20 years old 29 3 
21 years old 17 2 
22 years old 16 2 
23 years old 9 1 
24 years old 20 2 
25 to 29 years old 49 5 
30 to 34 years old 39 4 
35 to 39 years old 15 2 
40 to 65 years old 30 3 
TOTAL 991 100 
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Next, the respondents were asked the age at which they were first arrested (taken to the 
police station to be booked and fingerprinted). A total of 149 (16%) respondents reported 
their first arrest occurred at age 18, while 11 % (106) of the respondents reported their 
first arrest occurred at age 17. The mean age for the respondents' first arrest was 19 
years, with a median age of 17 years. See Table A.24, below. 

Table A.24: Age at First Arrest 

Category Number Percent 
10 years old 14 1 
11 years old 18 2 
12 years old 40 4 
13 years old 76 8 
14 years old 67 7 
15 years old 69 7 
16 years old 91 10 
17 years old 106 11 
18 years old 149 16 
19 years old 74 8 
20 years old 34 4 
21 years old 33 3 
22 years old 21 2 
23 years old 15 2 
24 years old 15 2 
25 to 29 years old 53 6 
30 to 34 years old 33 3 
35 to 39 years old 21 2 
40 to 70 years old 22 2 
TOTAL 951 100 

Respondents were also asked if they had previously served time in a juvenile facility, 
with 48% (497) reporting that they had done so (see Table A.25, below). Further, they 
were asked about their length of stay in a juvenile detention, juvenile correctional or 
residential treatment facility. The average stay for juvenile detention was 8.4 months 
(median of 5 months), while the mean length of stay in a juvenile correctional facility 
was 14.3 months (median of 12 months) and the mean for length of stay in a residential 
treatment program was 10.5 months (median of 6 months). 

Table A.25: Ever in Juvenile Facility 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 497 48 
No 536 52 
TOTAL 1033 100 
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The respondents were asked to report the number of felony arrests prior to their current 
incarceration. A total of 984 respondents answered this question, with the average 
number of prior felony arrests at 5.1 (median of2). 
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Additionally, respondents were asked how many times they had been in jail prior to their 
current imprisonment. Over half ( 53 % ) reported being in jail four times or more, while 
13% (136) claimed to have been in jail three times and another 13% (129) reported no 
prior jail time. See Table A.26, below. 

Table A.26: Number of Times in Jail 

Category Number Percent 
Never 129 13 
Once 106 10 
Twice 117 11 
Three times 136 13 
Four times or more 540 53 
TOTAL 1028 100 

Further, 33% (340) of the respondents reported to have been on probation three or more 
times prior to their current incarceration, while 294 (28%) reported to have been on 
probation twice and 285 (27%) reported to have been on probation once. See Table A.27, 
below. 

Table A.27: Number of Times on Probation 

Category Number Percent 
Never 121 12 
Once 285 27 
Twice 294 28 
Three times or more 340 33 
TOTAL 1040 100 
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Respondents were also asked about the number of times they had been on parole and/or 
release status. The majority, or 58% (591), reported never, but 19% (201) claimed to 
have been on parole or release status once and 13% (129) reported being on parole or 
release status three or more times. See Table A.28, below. 

Table A.28: Number of Times on Parole/Release 

Category Number Percent 
Never 591 58 
Once 201 19 
Twice 102 10 
Three times or more 129 13 
TOTAL 1023 100 

'Never' was the most common response when respondents were asked if they had ever 
been incarcerated prior to their current sentence. However, 29% (299) said they were 
incarcerated once before, and 154 (15%) stated having been incarcerated twice 
previously. See Table A.29, below. 

Table A.29: Number of Times in Prison 

Category Number Percent 
Never 410 40 
Once 299 29 
Twice 154 15 
Three times 90 9 
Four times or more 78 7 
TOTAL 1031 100 

Respondents also completed multiple questions regarding prior educational experiences. 
When asked about the highest grade level completed prior to the current incarceration, 
21 % (221) reported receiving their GED, while 17% (178) reported completing the 11th 

grade and another 14% (145) reported completing high school. See Table A.30, below. 
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Table A.30: Highest Grade Completed before Prison 

Category Number Percent 
Less than 4 u, grade 9 1 
5u, to gui grade 54 5 
9u, grade 75 7 
lOcn grade 122 12 
um grade 178 17 
Completed High School 145 14 
GED 221 21 
Vocational Education 79 7 
Some College 127 12 
AA Degree 21 2 
4 year degree or above 24 2 
TOTAL 1055 100 

Participants were also asked if they had attended school in the year prior to incarceration. 
The majority (88%) of the respondents stated that they had not been enrolled in school. 
See Table A.31, below. 

Table A.31: School Attendance Year before Prison 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 123 12 
No 925 88 
TOTAL 1048 100 

When asked to describe the type of school they had attended prior to their current 
incarceration, 79% (752) percent reported not attending school, 9% (89) reported 
attending high school or GED classes, 5% ( 4 7) reported vocational or technical education 
classes and another 5% (46) reported attending college classes. See Table A.32, below. 

Table A.32: Type of School Attendance Prior to Prison 

Category Number Percent 
Not in School 752 79 
High School/GED 89 9 
Vocational/Technical 47 5 
Junior High/Middle 9 1 
College 46 5 
Correctional School 4 0 
ABE/Other 9 1 
TOTAL 956 100 
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A portion of the survey asked respondents to rate their prior school experiences. To do 
so, they were instructed to rate a series of statements along the scale of strongly agree to 
strongly disagree. When presented with the statement, "I studied very hard, " 26% 
selected agree,. 23% chose no opinion, and 21 % chose disagree. Next, the majority (30%) 
of the respondents disagreed with the statement, "I was always a discipline problem" 
(48% strongly disagree and disagree combined). See Table A.33, below. 

Table A.33: Prior Educational Experiences 

Strongly No Strongly 

Category Agree Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree N 
% % % % % 

Teachers didn't understand me 13 9 37 15 26 986 
I studied very hard 17 26 23 21 13 978 
I had trouble reading in class 12 9 17 15 47 984 
I did my homework 22 23 22 18 15 974 
I was always a discipline 
problem 15 13 24 18 30 978 
I usually got very good grades 18 27 25 18 12 976 
I was frequently in trouble 16 17 24 17 26 981 
I did my work in class 28 26 23 15 8 979 

Although the majority of the respondents had never been incarcerated prior to the current 
imprisonment (69%), the remaining 31 % (325) were asked about their participation in or 
completion of prior prison educational programming. Twenty-two percent of the 325 
respondents completed GED courses during a previous incarceration, whereas only 7% 
completed high school programming. See Table A.34, below. 

Table A~34: Previous Prison Educational Programming 

Category Participated In Completed TOTAL 
% % % 

Adult Basic Education 20 5 25 
High School 11 7 18 
GED 11 22 33 
Vocational Education 13 14 27 
College 11 3 14 
AA Degree 6 2 8 
Graduate Degree 3 2 5 

N=325 

The respondents were then asked if they participated in or completed educational 
programs during their current incarceration. The majority, or 55% (561), responded yes. 
Of those, 24% earned a GED, 24% participated in adult basic education, 15% participated 
in vocational education, and a small portion (6%) completed college. See Table A.35, 
below. 
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Table A.35: Current Prison Educational Programming 

Category Participated In Completed TOTAL 
% % % 

Adult Basic Education 24 11 35 
High School 7 4 11 
GED 17 24 41 
Vocational Education 15 14 29 
College 12 6 18 
AA Degree 3 4 7 
Graduate Degree 2 3 5 

N=561 

Respondents were then asked to rate the overall quality of prison educational programs. 
The majority (42%) of the respondents rated the overall quality of their institutional 
education as good, while another 28% rated the programs as high quality. See Table 
A.36, below. 

Table A.36: Quality of Current Educational Programming 

Category Number Percent 
Very High Quality 118 22 
High Quality 153 28 
Good 231 42 
Poor 33 6 
Very Poor 13 2 
TOTAL 548 100 

The respondents were also asked to assess attributes associated with previous or current 
educational programs along the scale of very good to very bad. Forty-two percent of 
respondents rated their 'teachers' as very good, 35% rated their 'books' as okay and 40% 
rated the 'amount learned in class' as very good. The majority of the respondents (52%) 
rated their 'other class members' as okay. See Table A.37, below. 

Table A.37: Overall Quality of Academic Education 

Very Very 
Category Good Good Okay Poor Bad N 

% % % % % 
Teachers 42 25 26 4 3 438 
Books 29 30 35 4 2 423 
Computers 35 26 30 4 5 405 
Other class members 13 18 52 11 6 418 
Subject of class 34 30 29 5 2 418 
Amount learned 40 34 22 2 2 421 
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Next, respondents were asked if they would recommend prison educational programming 
to other inmates. The majority (88%) stated they would recommend educational 
programming. An additional element asked if respondents had participated in any 
vocational training programs. Thirty-one percent (302) of the respondents answered yes, 
with 80% of these stating that they would recommend vocational programs to other 
inmates. 

Respondents were also questioned about their participation in vocational training 
programs during the current incarceration. Twenty-nine percent (271) of the study 
population participated in vocational programming during their current imprisonment. 
Of those, 241 rated the overall quality of that programming. This assessment revealed 
that 38% (93) rated the overall quality of the programs as good and 24% assessed the 
programs as very high quality. See Table A.38, below. 

Table A.38: Overall Quality of Vocational Training 

Category Number Percent 
Very high quality 58 24 
High quality 74 31 
Good 93 38 
Poor 11 5 
Very poor 5 2 
TOTAL 241 100 

Respondents who participated in vocational training programming during their current 
incarceration were also asked to rate program elements. They were presented with a 
series of elements and instructed to rate them from very good to very bad. Forty-five 
percent of the participants rated their 'teachers ' as very good, another 46% rated the 
'hands on training' received during vocational training as very good, and 49% ranked 
their 'class members' as okay. See Table A.39, below. 

Table A.39: Vocational Training Elements 

Category Very Good Good Okay Poor Very Bad 
% % % % % 

N 

Teacher 45 23 23 4 5 253 
Written materials 30 33 30 3 4 255 
Computers 35 24 29 5 7 244 
Other class members 16 19 49 11 5 253 
Subject of class 40 31 23 4 2 250 
Detail of class 33 32 24 5 6 254 
Facilities, equipment 31 29 29 7 4 253 
Hands on training 46 27 16 6 5 255 
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When asked which institutional programs they wanted, but were unable, to participate in 
during their current incarceration, 24% (259) of the respondents answered that they 
would have liked to take college classes. Another 23% (247) of respondents reported 
wanting to participate in institutional vocational classes. See Table A.40, below. 

Table A.40: Desired Educational Programs during Their Current Incarceration 

Category Number Percent 
Basic education classes 88 8 
GED classes 128 12 
College classes 259 24 
Life skills, Job prep 139 13 
Vocational classes 247 23 
Other type of classes 21 2 

Those who started, but did not complete, an academic or vocational program during their 
current incarceration were asked to provide the reason for their non-completion. Thirty
one percent of these respondents stated that parole or release was the reason for their non
completion of an academic or vocational program, while 19% stated leaving the program 
after fulfilling personal goals. Further, another 19% were transferred to another 
institution and were unable to get back into school. See Table A.41, below. 

Table A.41: Reason for Non-completion of Educational Program 

Category Percent 
Fulfilled personal goals and left program 19 
Changed to other program 16 
Transferred to another institution and was unable to get back in school 19 
Found school too difficult 5 
Removed by the institution for lack of interest 2 
Removed by institution for behavior problems 7 
Paroled/released 31 
Program ended due to lack of funding 2 
Time too short 3 
Other 6 

Respondents were also given a list of programs on which to indicate program 
participation and program unavailability. Forty-nine percent reported participating in 
either drug/alcohol treatment or educational programs, while 23% indicated family 
leave/furloughs were not available. Further, 43% stated participating in some type of 
counseling. See Table A.42, below. 
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Table A.42: Program Participation and Unavailability 

Category Yes No Not Available N 
% % % 

Employment Counseling 32 59 9 692 
Parenting Classes 25 68 7 684 
Family Leave/Furloughs 6 71 23 645 
Counseling/Treatment 43 53 4 708 
Anger Management 42 53 5 343 
Drug/ Alcohol treatment/education 49 48 3 773 
Sex Offender Treatment Programs 12 82 6 665 
Life Skills 33 62 5 694 
Other 8 82 10 457 

Next, respondents were asked about their most recent job at the institution. Twenty-one 
percent (210) reported working in the prison industry program, 17% (176) reported a 
recent job in school or vocational training, and 13% (137) worked in sanitation/janitorial 
positioi;t.S in the institution. See Table A.43, below. 

Table A.43: Most Recent Job While Incarcerated 

Category Number Percent 
No job in prison 119 12 
Clerical/secretary 16 2 
School/vocational training 176 17 
Food service 131 13 

• Work Release 0 0 
Computer work 45 5 
Laundry 13 1 
School aide/tutor 51 5 
Sanitation/janitorial 137 13 
Pre-release work crew 20 2 
Prison industry program 210 21 
Treatment 50 5 
CIP 14 2 
Other 19 2 
TOTAL 1001 100 

A portion of the survey presented a list of reasons on which participants could rate the 
importance of enrolling in education programs. They were instructed to use a scale from 
very important to unimportant to assess the reasons. Seventy-seven percent indicated that 
enrolling in educational programs was very important for obtaining employment and 
improving their salary. Meanwhile, 75% believed it was very important to enroll in 
educational programs in order 'to improve their reading, math and writing skills, ' and 
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66% indicated that enrolling in educational programs was very important for becoming 
'less dependent on others for help.' See Table A.44, below. 

Table A.44: Importance of Enrolling in Educational Programs 

Very Somewhat Somewhat 
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Category Important Important Unimportant Unimportant 
% % % % 

Improved reading 
math/writing skills 75 13 5 7 
Earn GED or diploma 69 9 3 19 
Prepare for a job or 
vocational training 74 15 4 7 
Obtain a job, better job, 
higher pay 77 14 4 5 
Improve job performance 68 19 7 6 
Qualify of US citizenship 28 11 9 52 
Feel better about self 71 16 6 7 
Contribute better to 
family/community 72 15 6 7 
Help children with 
homework 62 14 7 17 
Become less dependent on 
others for help 66 17 6 11 
Make others feel better 
about me 44 18 13 25 
Help continue my education 72 17 5 6 
Keep busy in prison 49 22 13 16 
Look good to prison or 
parole officials to get out 28 15 16 41 
Required to attend 28 12 14 46 
Better situation in prison 37 16 14 33 

Next, respondents were asked if they would have a job in the community upon their 
release. Fifty-four percent (562) of the respondents stated that they would have a job 
upon release, while 25% (262) stated they did not know what their job situation would be 
upon release. Of the 216 participants who said they would not have a job in the 
community, 86% (158) stated that they planned on looking for employment up(?n release. 
See Tables A.45 and A.46, below. 
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Table A.45: Plan on Having a Job when Released 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 562 54 
No 216 21 
Don't Know 262 25 
TOTAL 1041 100 

Table A.46: Plan on Looking for Job when Released 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 158 86 
No 25 14 
TOTAL 216 100 

When respondents were asked if there was anyone in the community to help them find 
employment, 76% (756) claimed to have support outside of prison to help them find a 
job. See Table A.47, below. 

Table A.47: Community Assistance for Finding Employment 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 756 76 
No 244 24 
TOTAL 1000 100 
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When asked if they had a place to live upon release, 84% (871) of the respondents stated 
that they would have a place to live and 8% (84) were uncertain about where they would 
live upon release. See Table A.48, below. 

Table A.48: Have Place to Live upon Release 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 871 84 
No 83 8 
Don't Know 84 8 
TOTAL 1038 100 
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Further, 543 (52%) respondents reported that they would live with family members and 
423 ( 41 % ) stated they would not reside with family members upon release. See Table 
A.49, below. 

Table A.49: Will Live with Family Members upon Release 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 543 52 
No 423 41 
Don't Know 70 7 
TOTAL 1036 100 

Next, respondents were asked if they would seek further schooling after being released 
from prison. Forty-eight percent (502) reported a plan to go back to school, while 28% 
(295) reported having no plans to continue their education upon release. For those 
participants planning to attend school after release, 38% wanted to enter vocational 
and/or technical school, 27% wanted to attend community college, and 18% wanted to 
obtain their GED. See Tables A.SO and A.51, below. 

Table A.50: Seeking Post-Release Education 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 502 48 
No 295 28 
Don't Know 254 24 
TOTAL 1051 100 

Table A.51: Type of Post-Release Education Desired 

Category Percent 
Adult Basic Education 7 
GED 18 
Vocational/Technical 38 
Community College 27 
4 Year College 18 
Advanced Degree 5 
Other 1 

N=461 
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Last, respondents were asked about identification upon release. Specifically, they were 
asked whether they possessed a photo ID (besides their DOC ID). Forty-eight percent 
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( 497) stated having a photo ID, whereas 10% (105) stated having an expired photo ID. 
There were 422 (40%) respondents who did not have another photo ID. See Table A.52, 
below. 

Table A.52: Possess a Photo ID 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 497 48 
No 422 40 
Yes, but expired 105 10 
Don't know 24 2 
TOTAL 1048 100 

Respondents were next asked if they had a legal social security number. The majority 
(96%) of the participants reported having a legal social security number. See Table A.53, 
below. 

Table A.53: Possess a Legal Social Security Number 

Category Number Percent 
Yes 1011 96 
No 28 3 
Don't Know 13 1 
TOTAL 1052 100 
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AppendixB 

1999 Performance Measures 

To assess how the Department of Corrections is performing on the more general goal of 
providing "a safe, secure, humane environment for staff and offenders," we present here 
an update of the performance measures tracked for the January 1999 Performance Report. 
This data, compiled to identify trends regarding the offender population, is presented for 
discipline infractions, offender capacity by facility, humane environment measures, 
percent of idle offenders (per month), offender per diems, health care per diems, 
community service and contacts, and restitution payments. Further, baseline recidivism 
numbers collected for institutional releases and felony probationers are also provided for 
fiscal years (FY) 1995 and 1996. 

As is noted in the following tables, the incident to adult offender ratio decreased 14.7% 
(from 1:9.64 to 1:11.06) from FY 1998 to FY 1999, with marked decreases in two 
discipline infractions: threatening others and assaults on inmates. This was the first year 
for which discipline and incident data was collected on the juvenile resident population. 
The "humane" portion of the goal is supported by an increase in the average American 
Correctional Association rating, the low number of adult lawsuits that were resolved in 
favor of the offender (n=2), and the lack of juvenile complaints resolved in favor of the 
offender in FY 1999. 

Additionally, the average adult inmate per diem decreased by 8.3% (from $83.82 in FY 
98 to $76.89 in FY 99), which supports the goal, "To promote programs and operations 
that are innovative, efficient, cost-effective and based on best practices." The overall 
health care per diem, which encompasses both the adult and the juvenile correctional 
facility population, decreased by 11.58% (from $10.62 in FY 98 to $9.39 in FY 99). 
Furthermore, MINNCOR exceeded their projected subsidy reduction by 3% (24% actual 
versus 21 % projected). 

Last, evidence of progress on the goal, "To foster restoration of the victim, community, 
and offender" was seen in the increase of community sessions and session participants 
moderated by the Community Preservation Unit, as well as by the significant amount of 
financial restitution collected. 
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Table B.1: Number of Discipline Convictions and Incidents for Adult Inmates 

FY97 FY98 Projected Actual ' 
FY994 FY99 

Discipline Convictions 
Arson 3 11 11 1 
Assault on Sta.it' 90 103 107 95 
Assault on Inmate 143 232 241 189 
Assault on Staff with Weapon 2 5 5 2 f 

Assault on Inmate with Weapon 5 7 7 6\ 
Assault on Staff w/Bodily Harm 9· 14 15 10 
Assault on Inmate w/Bodily Harm 26 29 30 28 
Assault on Staff w/Weapon and Harm 4 1 1 3 
Assault on Inmate w/Weapon and Harm0 5 7 7 6 
Homicide 0 1 1 0 
Attempted Homicide ( on Staff) 0 0 0 0 
Attempted Homicide ( on Inmate) 0 2 2 2 
Conspire to Commit Homicide ( on Other) 0 0 0 1 
Threatening Others 430 572 595 494 
Extortion 5 8 8 7 
Possession of Alcohol 102 125 130 205 
Possession of Drugs 147 120 125 128 
Possession of Weapon 92 144 150 104 
Possession of Money 26 25 26 28 
Possession of Smuggling Device 21 10 10 16 

. Possession of Escape Materials 3 6 6 2 
Holding Hostages 0 0 0 6 
Inciting to Riot (Disturbance) 9 30 31 22 
Riot (Disturbance) 8 34 35 22 
Unlawful Assembly 8 2 2 10 

Incidents 
Secure Escape 0 0 0 1 
Non-Secure Escape 7 8 8 8 
Accidental Death 0 0 0 0 
Suicide 1 1 1 1 
Total Number of Discipline Conv. & Incidents 1146 1497 1554 1397 
Number of Offenders Served YTD' 12,343 14,438 15,015 15,445 
Incident-to-Offender Ratio 1:10.77 1:9.64 1:9.66 1:11.06 

Note: The mc1dent-to-offender ratios have been changed smce the 1998 report due to a calcula.tion error. 

4 FY99 projections were derived by increasing the measures by four percent to reflect the projected increase in population. 
5 "Unintentional" Assaults on staff may be included in these statistics. All inmate-on-inmate assaults are included 
because department policy presupposes that intent was evident if inmates are behaving in an assaultive manner. 
6 Effective January I, 1996, Assaults may include incidents of Throwing Bodily Fluid. 
7 Data Source: Per Diem Cost Report for Correctional Facilities. Includes offenders housed in Minnesota correctional 
facilities. 
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Table B.2: Number of Discipline Convictions and Incidents for Juvenile Offended 

FY97 FY98 Projected Actual 
FY99 FY99 

Discipline Convictions 
Arson NA NA NA 0 
Assault on Statr NA NA NA 18 
Assault on Offender NA NA NA 44 
Assault on Staff with Weapon NA NA NA 1 
Assault on Offender with Weapon NA NA NA 1 
Assault on Staffw/Bodily Harm NA NA NA 3 
Assault on Offender w/Bodily Harm NA NA NA 7 
Assault on Staffw/Weapon and Harm NA NA NA 0 
Assault on Offender w/Weapon and Harrn'u NA NA NA 0 
Homicide NA NA NA 0 
Attempted Homicide ( on Staff) NA NA NA 0 
Attempted Homicide (on Offender) NA NA NA 0 
Conspire to Commit Homicide NA NA NA 0 
Extortion NA NA NA 0 
Possession of Alcohol NA NA NA 1 
Possession of Drugs NA NA NA 5 
Possession of Weapon NA NA NA 7 
Possession of Money NA NA NA 0 
Possession of Smuggling Device NA NA NA 1 
Possession of Escape Materials NA NA NA 2 
Holding Hostages NA NA NA 0 
Inciting to Riot (Disturbance) NA NA NA 0 
Riot (Disturbance) NA NA NA 0 
Unlawful Assembly NA NA NA 0 

Incidents 
Secure Escape NA NA NA 8 
Non-Secure Escape NA NA NA 14 
Accidental Death NA NA NA 0 
Suicide NA NA NA 0 
Total Number of Disc. Conv. & Incidents NA NA NA 112 
Number of Offenders Served YTD'' NA NA NA 420 
Incident-to-Offender Ratio NA NA NA 1:3.75 

8 These statistics represent the Red Wing correctional facility only. 
9 "Unintentional" Assaults on staff may be included in these statistics. All inmate-on-inmate assaults are included because 
department policy presupposes that intent was evident if inmates are behaving in an assaultive manner. 
10 Effective January I, 1996, Assaults may include incidents of Throwing Bodily Fluid. 
11 Data Source: Per Diem Cost Report for Correctional Facilities. Includes offenders housed in Minnesota correctional facilities. 
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Table B.3: Adult Offender Capacity by Facility and Fiscal Year12 

Facility FY97 FY98 Projected FY99 ActualFY99 
Stillwater 1,303 1,276 1,276 1,282 
Oak Park Heights 393 393 342 342 
St. Cloud 771 771 771 771 
Shakopee 237 237 237 237 
Lino Lakes 982 1,004 1,014 1,014 
Willow River (CIP) 80 80 80 80 
Moose Lake 641 681 776 776 
Red Wing (Adults) 70 36 36 20 
Faribault 832 923 1,051 1,051 
Total DOC-Operated Adult Capacity 5,309 5,401 5,583 5,573 
Red Wing (Juveniles) 136 170 170 176 
Sauk Centre (Juvenilesr 132 132 132 132 
Thistledew Camp (Juveniles)"' 60 60 60 60 
Total DOC-Operated Juvenile Capacity 328 362 362 378 
Total Licensed/Inspected Facility Cap.'" 5,943 6,028 NIA 6,060 

Table B.4: Adult Offender Population by Facility and Fiscal Year16 

Facility FY97 FY98 Projected FY9911 ActualFY99 
Stillwater 1,287 1,274 ----
Oak Park Heights 391 398 -----
St. Cloud 751 750 -----
Shakopee 257 266 -----
Lino Lakes 958 1,004 ----
Willow River (CIP) 48 75 ----
Moose Lake 464 692 ----
Red Wing (Adults) 61 30 -----
Faribault 830 936 -----
Total DOC-Operated Adult Population 5,047 5,425 5,858 
Red Wing (Juveniles) 93 151 146 
Sauk Centre (Juveniles) 108 104 8010 

Thistledew Camp (Juveniles)1" 49 52 54 
Total Doc-Operated Juvenile Population 250 307 280 
Total Licensed/Inspected Facility Pop. 4,549 5,228 NIA 

12 Represents the capacity as of June 30 of each fiscal year. Data Source: Adult Facilities Division and Juvenile and 
Community Services Division records, and capacity projections generated on November 30, 1998. The 952 Rush City 
facility beds will be available in January 2000. 
13 The Sauk Centre facility was licensed for 132 residents. 
14 FY97 through FY99 includes the Wilderness Endeavors program, which became available in March 1997. 
15 Includes local adult detention facilities governed by DOC Administrative Rule 2911, excluding the private facility. 
The capacity and population figures were aggregated by calendar year rather than by fiscal year. 
16 Represents the population as of June 30 of each fiscal year. Data Source: Daily Adult Population Report, Per Diem 
Cost Report for Correctional Facilities, juvenile facilities and DOC population projections. 
17 Population projections are generated for incarcerated adults without respect to the facility in which they will reside. 
18 Effective January 1, 1999, all state-committed male juveniles are housed at the Red Wing correctional facility. 
19 Does not include the Wilderness Endeavors program, which became available in March 1997. 
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Table B.5: Humane Environment Measures 

Measure: American Correctional Association (ACAf° Compliance Rating 
Facility FY97 FY98 Projected Actual Projected 

FY99 FY99 FY00 
Adults 
Stillwater 97.80 97.80 99.S0R 99.50 99.50 
Oak Park Heights 99.68 99.68 99.70R 99.70 99.70 
St. Cloud Lapsed 97.40 I 97.40 97.40 97.40 
Shakopee 100.00 99.S0R 99.50 99.50 99.50 
Lino Lakes 99.30 99.30 99.30 99.30 99.S0R 
Willow River ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Moose Lake ----- ----- ---- ----- ----
Faribault ----- 99.50 I 99.50 99.50 99.50 
Red Wing 99.S0R 99.80 99.80 99.80 99.S0R 
Sauk Centre 100.00 R 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00R 
Central Office Lapsed Lapsed 100.00 I 100.00 100.00 

I= Itntial ACA Ratmg (Vahd for three years) 
R = Re-accreditation ACA Rating (First re-accreditation-valid for three years, subsequent re-accreditation

valid for five years) 

Measure: Number of lawsuits and complaints resolved in favor of offender 
Population"' FY97 FY98 Projected Actual Projected 

FY99 FY99 FY00 
Adults (lawsuits) 1 2 2 2 2 
Juveniles (complaints) 2 0 2 0 2 

Measure: Percent of department-inspected or licensed facilities that meet DOC Administrative Rule criteria22 

Facility Type"'-' FY97 FY98 Projected Actual Projected 
FY99 FY99 FY00 

Jail-type facilities 75% 76% 75% NIA 75% 
Adult halfway houses ----- ---- ----- ----- -----
Juv residential and detention ----- ----- ---- ----- -----
facilities/group foster homes 

20 Effective FY99, all non-accredited facilities/units will have an ACA accreditation audit. Within three years ofreaching 
capacity, non-accredited, newly constructed, or renovated facilities/units will apply for initial ACA accreditation with 
subsequent re-accreditation audits every five years. Internal interim mock audits will be conducted to ensure ACA 
compliance. 
21 The DOC created a lawsuit database in January 1996. Lawsuits may pertain to: conditions of confinement, health care, 
failure to protect, excessive force and retaliation. The Ombudsman for Corrections provided juvenile complaint data for 
this report. 
22 One hundred percent of DOC Administrative Rules mandatory standards and 90 percent of non-mandatory standards 
must be met by facilities or waived by the commissioner for facilities to be licensed to operate. 
23 Jail-type facilities include: 72-hour holdovers, 90-day lockups, and adult detention facilities .. Adult halfway house rule 
data will be available in FY00. Juvenile residential facilities, detention facilities and group foster home data is not available 
at this time. A juvenile placement database will be developed upon completion of the legislatively-mandated rewrite of 
juvenile rules (in conjunction with the Department of Human Services). The effective date of the new juveniles rules has 
been set for July 1, 2000. Prior to this date, a system will be implemented that will allow the department to track 
compliance using the new rules. 
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Table B.6: Recidivism Rates for Offenders Sentenced to Felony Probation 

Measures CY95"" .. CY96 CY97 Projected ActualCY98 
CY98 

Adults"", 
Re-arrested""0 42% 
Re-convicted 28% 
Incarcerated 15% 

Juveniles .. , 
Re-arrested 
Adjudicated 
Incarcerated 

24 Data Source: January 1997 Recidivism of Adult Felons report prepared by the Office of the Legislative Auditor's 
Program Evaluation Division. The CY95 recidivism rates are based on adult offenders sentenced to felony probation 
in CY92. The offenders were tracked for 36 months, which is the point in time the recidivism rates were calculated. 
The adult offender incarceration rate includes offenders committing technical violations and new felony or gross 
misdemeanor offenses. 
25 The department will have the capability of reporting recidivism rates upon completion and implementation of 
ProberPlus in ·the second half of FY99, which is designed to capture probation data. The 2000 Performance Report 
will include updated probationer recidivism rates. 
26 Arrest data does not constitute a conviction. 
27 The DOC is working with information technology professionals to develop a statewide probation database that will 
ease the data collection necessary to compile the recidivism rates for offenders sentenced to felony probation. 
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Table B.7: Percent ofldle28 Adult Offenders by Month29 

Facility/ JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN 
Program 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1999 
Stillwater 20.94% 19.72% 20.60% 16.90% 17.60% 19.40% 19.10% 
Lino Lakes 13.05% 11.07% 8.10% 5.60% 6.40% 4.60% 4.60% 
Shakopee 7.51% 7.50% 0.00% 1.00% .40% .70% .70% 
Red Wing (Adults) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Oak Park Heights 18.84% 19.69% 0.00% 17.60% 16.10% 17.70% 19.10% 
Moose Lake 9.52% 9.59% 9.00% 10.50% 13.00% 19.60% 20.10% 
St. Cloud 12.08% 13.20% 14.00% 8.80% 5.80% 6.70% 6.30% 
Faribault 4.17% 1.29% 5.00% 0.50% 2.20% 3.10% 2.10% 
· Willow River/CIP 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Average of Idle Percents 9.57% 9.12% 5.30% 6.77% 6.83% 7.98% 8.00% 
Total Number Idle Inmates 688 645 553 498 514 587 581 
Total Adult Inmate Population 5,421 5,472 5,390 5,528 5,498 5,480 5476 
Percent Idle of Total Population 12.69% 11.78% 10.26% 9.00% 9.30% 10.70% 10.6% 

Facility/ FEB MAR APR MAY JUN FY99 
Program 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 Average 

Stillwater 17.20% 19.30% 18% 17% 20% 18.81% 
Lino Lakes 2.70% 2.70% 18% 18% 19% 9.48% 
Shakopee 2.90% 2.50% 2% 3% 4% 2.68% 
Red Wing (Adults) 0.00% 0.00% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Oak Park Heights 20.00% 22.60% 23% 26% 25% 18.80% 
Moose Lake 17.90% 19.60% 23% 24% 21% 16.40% 
St. Cloud 2.10% .60% 0% 1% 0% 5.88% 
Faribault 3.80% 4.80% 5% 3% ·4% 3.25% 
Willow River/CIP 0.00% 0.00% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Average of Idle Percents 7.40% 8.01% 9.89% 10.22% 10.33% 8.29% 
Total Number of Idle Inmates 519 554 706 717 745 609 
Total Adult Inmate Population 5465 5469 5488 5538 5527 5479 
Percent Idle of Total Population 9.50% 10.10% 12.80% 13.00% 13.00% 11.06% 

28 Idle offenders are offenders who are on temporary unemployed status, which is defmed as an inmate that could accept an 
assignment if one was offered. The idle population counted in this measure does not include inmates that are in 
segregation, reception status, receiving and orientation status, medical idle, permanent idle, release violators, or other 
similar statuses. The idle offenders also include eligible offenders who are not in education or work programs, or chemical 
dependency or sex offender treatment programs. 
29 All juvenile off enders are involved in programming; therefore, there are no idle juvenile offenders. 
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Table B.8: Offender Per Diems by Facility and Fiscal Year 

Facility FY97 FY98 Projected FY99"'u ActualFY99 
Adults~ 1 

Stillwater $70.05 $70.07 $74.15 $66.36 
Oak Park Heights $123.26 $119.62 $128.27 $124.78 
St. Cloud $82.73 $86.76 $95.03 $86.69 
Shakopee $115.67 $116.41 $117.85 $106.29 
Lino Lakes $86.89 $80.26 $84.75 $75.62 
Willow River (CIPY,' -Males $141.55 $101.90 $111.94 $103.27 
Willow River (CIP)-Females NIA $91.85 $112.62 $103.27 
Moose Lake $120.43 $81.23 $87.73 $73.25 
Red Wing $101.34 $138.24 $79.74 $83.39 
Faribault $79.04 $79.31 $81.44 $67.59 
Contract Facility $60.69 $55.14 $59.53 $55.00 
ICWC NIA NIA $54.53 $50.00 
Work Release- Males NIA NIA $43.61 $41.57 
Work Release - Females NIA NIA $43.61 $41.57 
Average Adult Per Diem $86.68 $83.82 $86.64 $76.89 
Adult Male Per Diem $85.25 $82.19 $85.20 $75.52 
Adult Female Per Diem $115.67 $115.65 $112.64 $101.20 

DOC-Committed Juveniles"'"' 
Red Wing $123.88 $126.83 $126.83 $129.23 
Sauk Centre $123.88 $126.83 $126.83 $129.23 
Non DOC-Committed Juv. $123.88 $126.83 $126.83 $129.23 
Thistledew Camp~ $114.00 $120.00 $123.00 $123.00 
TC - Wilderness Endeavors $115.00 $115.00 $119.00 $119.00 

30 Per diem figures for FY99 are based on FY99 dollars with inflation built into the projections that were completed on 
October 31, 1998. Health care costs prior to FY99 include facility costs only. Effective FY99, per diems exclude all 
health care costs. 
31 Data Source: Per Diem Cost Report for Adult Correctional Facilities prepared by the department's Financial Services 
unit. 
32 CIP is the Challenge Incarceration Program. Phase One of CIP is the incarceration phase of the program, which houses 
males and females at the Minnesota correctional facility at Willow River. 
33 Data Source: CCA Chargeable Summary "Use of Institutions" report prepared by the department's Financial Services 
unit. For the frrst six months ofFY99 the rate was $126.83 and for the second six months ofFY99 the rate was $131.62, 
which generates an average FY99 rate of $129.23. Effective January 1, 1999, the juvenile per diem is based on cost of 
confinement less education costs. The rates listed above are for general population programming .. Other programming per 
diems include sex offender treatment at $189 and detention services at $127. The chemical dependency treatment program 
Eer diem is the same as the general population rate. 
4 Thistledew Camp, a fee-for-service program for juveniles not committed to the commissioner of corrections, charges the 

cost of programming in the county contract rate, which is based on the market rate for similar services. The Wilderness 
Endeavors program was added to Thistledew Camp in March 1997. 
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Table B.9: Health Care Per Diems by Facility and Fiscal Year 

Facility/Program FY97 FY98 Budgeted Actual 
FY99 FY99 

Adult Males 
Stillwater - --- $8.66 
St. Cloud - - $9.93 
Lino Lakes -- - $8.95 
Red Wing --- -- $8.31 
Moose Lake --- - $9.16 
Willow River/CIP -- -- $8.25 
Oak Park Heights - -- $12.56 
Faribault - -- $9.59 
Contract Facility --- - $5.02 
ICWC --- - $5.02 
Work Release -- -- $5.02 
Average Adult Male Health -- -- $9.20 
Care (HC) Per Diem 

Adult Females 
Shakopee --- - $11.19 
Willow River/CIP ---- -- $8.86 
Work Release --- - $5.02 
Average Adult Female Health --- - $10.67 
Care Per Diem 

Total Adult Per Diem"'J - ---- $9.28 

DOC-Committed Juveniles 
Red Wing - - $8.31 
Sauk Centre --- -- $8.19 
DOC-Committed Juvenile -- -- $8.26 
Health Care Per Diem 
Non DOC 
Committed Juveniles 
Thistledew Camp (TC) - -- $5.91 
Overall HC Juv. Per Diem -- - $7.90 

Overall He0 Per Diem $9.64 $10.62 $9.28 

35 The health care per diems for FY94 through FY98 were available in aggregate form. Effective FY99, 
health care per diems became available for each Minnesota correctional facility. 
36 The data source for the overall health care per diem for FY94 through FY99 was the Health Care 
Expenditures General Fund Report FYI986-1999. This figure does not include TC. 
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Table B.10: MINNCOR Operating Statistics by Fiscal Year 

Measures ( dollars FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 
in millions) 
Inmates Assigned 965 1067 1108 1020 883 
Total Sales $14.5 $13.7 $12.1 $14.5 $17.8 
Total Expenses $19.5 $18.6 $18.1 $19.6 $21.8 
Operating Subsidy $4.2 $5.7 $5.5 $5.0 $4.2 
Subsidy Reduction.,, --- ---- ---- ---- 16% 

Measures ( dollars Projected Actual Projected Projected· Projected Projected 
in millions) FY99 FY99 FYOO FYOl FY02 FY03 
Inmates Assigned 1000 1050 1050 1100 1150 1200 
Total Sales $19.6 $21.5 $21.5 $23.7 $26.9 $28.7 
Total Expenses $22.1 $23.6 $23.6 $25.2 $27.0 $29.0 
Operating Subsidy $3.3 $2.5 $2.5 $1.7 $0.8 $0.0 
Subsidy Reduction 21% 24% 24% 32% 53% 100% 

37 Subsidy reductions reflect the percent differential between fiscal years; i.e., 16 percent operating subsidy 
reduction from FY97 to FY98. 
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Table B.11: Number of Community Contacts38 by Fiscal Year 

Contacts FY97 FY98 Projected Actual Projected 
FY99 FY99 FY00 

DOC Contact Type 
Focus Group 0 14 0 0 
Sessions 
Community Education Sessions 0 4 12 12 
Advisory Board 12 12 4 4 
Meetings39 

Speaking 12 48 50 56 
Engagements 
Professional Affiliation Meetings 60 120 120 180 
One-to-one Meetings with 120 240 240 252 
Community Leaders 
Total Number of DOC Contacts 204 438 426 504 

Participants 
Focus Group Session Participants 0 140 0 0 
Community Education Session 0 200 1,000 804 
Participants 
Advisory Board Meeting 300 300 100 100 
Participants 
One-to-one Meetings with 120 240 240 252 
Community Leaders 
Total Number of Participants 420 880 1,340 1,156 

38 The figures in this table are estimates derived from the Community Preservation Unit. 
39 Advisory Board meetings were held monthly in FY97 and FY98. Effective FY99, meetings will be held 
quarterly. 
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Table B.12: Community Service Participation 

Adult FY98 Projected ActualFY99 Projected 
Population FY9940 FY00 

Number of offenders participating 23,253 24,686 25,650 23,000 
in STS41 

Number of offenders successfully 13,465 14,138 13,477 13,000 
completing STS 
Percent successful completion or 89% 93% 87% 85% 
currently in STS42 

Hours worked by ,961,493 1,009,567 1,020,244 960,000 
STS crews 
STS Dollar benefit (in millions) $4.8 $5.0 $5.1 $4.8 
Rate = $5 per hour 
Number of jail days 
saved by using STS43 

55,352 58,119 59,036 55,000 

Benefit of jail days by $2.7 $2.8 $2.9 $2.7 
using STS (in millions) 
Number of Community Service 25,201 NIA 27,467 $34,470 
Work44 (CSW) hours 
CSW Dollar equivalency $126,005 NIA $137,335 $172,350 
Rate = $5 per hour 

40 If the funding increase is approved by the Legislature, the department projects a five percent increase ( over 
FY98) in performance levels on these measures for FY99 and FY00; if not approved, the projections will 
remain at FY98 levels. 
41 The number of offenders participating in the STS program includes offenders on STS's Institution 
Community Work Crews. 
42 Offenders complete STS by successfully meeting obligations set by the court including serving a period of 
incarceration, fine payment, and/or satisfaction of probation sanctions. 
43 By utilizing STS, a greater number of jail beds are available to be used by the counties. 
44 Data Source: Field Services Collection Records report. These figures may include STS in some districts. 
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Table B.13: Restitution Payments45 of Adult Offenders by Fiscal Year 

Adult FY98 Projected FY9940 Actual 
Population FY99 

Offenders in DOC-Operated $409,890 $430,385 $400,066 
Facilities 
Offenders on Work Release $40,090"' $42,095 $64,997 

Offenders on Probation"0 $1,197,575 $1,257,454 $1,799,154 

Total Restitution Collected $1,647,555 $1,729,934 $2,264,217 

45 The department collects restitution for adult offenders per Statute. 
46 The FY99 projections were based on a five percent increase in restitution payments. 
47 In the 1998 Performance Report the FY98 restitution payment statistic was $37,179. The financial 
services division reported that $40,090 is accurate. This figure includes fines paid, however, restitution 
typically makes up 97 percent of this figure. 
48 Data Source: Field Services Collection Records report. 
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Appendix C 

Data Collection Form: Pre-Release Survey 
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-~~- --- □ -~b~e .-. • -.. □ one · · 0 t~o _. • • . .- □ ihr~-. 
. . :.•. ' . . . . . ·.l;J fotir or.more-. 

• .. • .. 
; .. - .... 

•.. 

·; ·:= .6~- 1~-ihe )'~ar pri~r to ·this iriciiceratio~· ,~~re·you .the ·i,ers_o~- i;gall~· ~espri~~ible fo; the .fi_n~cial. 
• suppon·ofone ·or more_ofyour c~ildr~n? · -~~-"-., ·.r., • •• • • • • • 

_· . --.□ yes -.- · - □ no· • · --□-ilia~e nti children. , . •·· .... 
:: . 

•.·.· 

•.•.·• 

:.•, ... 

. ... ,,. 

, .. :. 

..:· ."' 

. :: 

... •· • 



~- 8Q 
•-~--

. -~··t; • . 

. • ·::· .. 

.. 

~~- •• "<.i· • 7/. .. $,'._ P,iH you·:r~'eiy.e aJJf o(;t~e followinfbenefit~-in:t_~~--year ptfo(io:t-trus·_inc;arc~;atlon~· -~lease~- .. • ·:· :·:·?~r-·} 
. ~ · \i~~t~~-~ t~ft~\f~~~~~:. ,~·::·: :-·· ;: ~.. ·., .. _ ·:~:r_ ~\:; _·;•• ;.• · .. :. '.··::. }. , ... -: . _. <>;". •• .•. , • • •• _.A 

• -~\ •. -: .. : ? ·\j_.~ • • □,Joo4 .:st~ps· '/ ... • .-_. Cl'wetfare_ :. . □ ~c • · ~- ,··t;hJtedicaf-t > □ 'j>ub~c housing:· . 

, • iti~ -''.:: /,;·?1}:r .l~,:J;,~;;'. . :£f-;;_ ,(/'~ir:f )/\s ,_· __ • ~: ;\:~ • _ .t , 
; ·;:.·:: ~~;:•i~-Yi~ ·r~li c~~~~tiy-f~~~i0~libi-"~~'el(.ir¢·~-;~ffttsf' Cbi~th~~ 'si~t:~~~-p~~-~:: \hiith~~·-.;,(· 1 ~ ~,::~~~,-- -~ 

-:;:•. _, .1 o.· 1s .. yoµr: f$1f*~rr~ntly. ~ec~iving section,8'. s~bsid~zea~hpu$ingJ . ., fbrothers~ sisters. pare~\ .. 

.. _ • c~~F"-~~~.~enu; ~iJ/' • < • , •• _ • @,ti;>{:.,::,;~:_,::~· .. :·- _ • ·,.;; , : _ • ~ •• ,.':: • • 
··: .. ._:"·: : .:-:.,~. . ·-~·- • .:t .... 

• ·.•··· ~---·.· ..• ,.r ··.- ,., •• •• •. •.• .. •, ., .. _ .. 
- • I-Jr.: 0 ... ' .:.:""·._,.. 

-: ........ ,"_ . . .·. •• -~ • ~ - . . ::=-n .: .- •.. _·._-_·.•._.·_' ·. . , .•. :. :: .... ~- -. ~- . .-·. 

:· , .. 

,• :..,-·. 

··>:.:_:-··:·:_:>\.. .· . .(_ : •• :· ;:,:-. ·.: • • . .. . -:"- ·. . -: , -: ._--;,:· ~- . _ ... ,. • . . . . • .. 

±) " •• • 11. Has allYon~ ~ yg':lf f~ evei;_bef!! U:carcerated, in prlS~iiOrJail? Jl!~lhc~ s1S!:n~ P~· .;,_ • . , 

'C!uld~e-~ grap1~,iihti;,etcJ./:,, :: .,~- ·~: _ .·:,~, • ' • • ' (".:· ,. • -~ 
., . 
. • 

;:4-:i-. . :}-=._··_:,.-•. . . •. :_ .. . 
.... ·, . ·.; -> ' .. ···. ~- _.{/_~- ,\--=.-,)i~/>c > •/· .. _ ('~--- ·, . .=--\ • . . . . . • -~ • •. / ·:r . .·; . ·, ~-~ .;,_ ... 

.. , 1:. ·Do tpu have anv dose-friends from·vour·nei2hborhood that have. e,·er beei{1ncarcerated·.in.r•. :·_ . 

P

. n·so.n o·~r:~:J·a·1·1?. •. r··. • :-' • • ~- -:□ :-e·s··~ '·... • • ... ;• ... ~:. ~'.:.- , • • :c· ... •• 
. . .. : . ~ . ..,~~\ :.::~ "•• 

·- .. -

: --~-~~~-'.t~-
.......... 
• . -·· 

.. ·• .. .. .. ~ r~:: 

I 3_. Do -y~u speak _a''fans.u~~~ ,-9t-~~r ~~an Eriglish a(h~me? • _. □ y_e~~ 
. • - . .• • : .:..- • • . . : ·; 

.• ::... .- .. 
_:-· . . .. :· -~,if,•:.·.,~:--:. -- . 

. . If ;yes: ,1-~hat fa~guag~? ... • 

):J Sp~~:,' '" ' • '"Sf~l • . t 
. ·.~ A~ia~ {Chi~ese., Vte~riainese, Kore~ etc~) 

. ·---□ btb~r- .:(· ----~--~------------._ ..... 

: :.• 
......... 

, ... 

• : · . .,., ....... ~ ~ ·.!. 

·- . • ;t-: 

.: .. 

"'· 
•:-:,:, -:,~' 



.EM,LOY~JE1'1 QUESTIONS: The follo"i~_quest10ns:ask a~ut y~ur-~ployin~-- '. 
· ex~ri~ces b~fo·re your current .in~~ti91i.' . • •. • • -•• 

. . . .- . 

u .. In 'the year·.prior.:to this 'incarceratici~ ho,v \\"0uld yo~'·desc~"b(your employment situation? 

• □ mostly full-time · -□ m~~tly pan-ti~ • d\n disability • ., ~- · D recei~; • ~ 
. • . ~ wo~kman ·s ~omp 

• 1 _S .• How' many ·diiferent jobs did you: have in the year prior to. this. incarce~tion?. . · 

□ zero: □ ·o~; ·o~ two •••. • □ three o_r fow- . □- five ()f more : 

. •. 

16. Whatjob ~r.Jobs did you hold in they~ar:prior to thi~·incarcetadon?_. List them. •• . . ·. . . . . . 

. . 

17. How~ diff'eren~ jobs have you had in ·your lifetime? 

□ zero·.· □ .one or two -□ thre~ or four~- □· five or su{ 
. . 

Cl .seven or more •.• .. . .•. . 
.• 

: ·1 s. What is the Jo~ge~ yo1.t"have held a job in your lifetime? : . . 

... □ ne~~ empioyed -•. · • □ one to six. months . -; . . Cl seven t~ twelve rrionths ·_ · · 

□. one year "or more 

19. ·For how many months w~re you.un~mployed _in the year prlc,r to your-current incarceranon?. 

••• □ 11~er etilploy~d • · □ one or two months . • □ three or fo~ months 

□ five· or s~ months □. -se~en or more months 

; ·20. From· the age of 16~ wharis the longest you ~~e beeri line~ployed in your.iifetime. (Do ~ot. 
~~~~~in~~~~~~~-in~~m~ 

'. .. □ n~er ~mployed • ~ - • □ one t~ six months • •• -□ s~ to-~elve inonths • • 

. . □ one year ~r inore :-: 
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... . 

. -:.: 

.: •• ..... 

· □ weeklv wa2es: S 
• • ..... ----

22_. llave you -ever· ~elo a j~b- ~hat -~ajd more. than SS .oo. per _hour? • 
.. . ,.·: . .. -~yes 

:;,,. . . . 

·.•, ·Ono . '. 
If y~ what was the hourly" rate~ _s._· __ _ 

23. ~ave' ~ou:_evei" held a job that paid less thin ~m wa!,:? (L~~ ~ ;Ss.oo· p~ hOIJr,) . 
• • ••• ·,:. --~::_·_ ~ • ___ ., .. • ! •• ••••••• •. ,_ □-yes ·. _:".. • •.. • 

. •.: 

:. 

•. ·:. 
.: .. .-·· .. • 

"-:·.... . .. .·,. . 

. . -- . O_~. _:_ .. iio_', -· ·. ·. . . . ._· 
•• :§ 

• -• • .. : "If yes~ what ~as the- ~~urly ra~e? S_·_. • -· __ 

· r;Jtwas ~emp.Joyed • ~ .. 

;.~~ t:i -y~s, ;they di~ • 
. . . . .. . 

□ no, ~ey_ d•d not. 

•.••·. 

Ii yes, wh~t ~ere the be~efits'? Ple~~:check. all ~~t apply. 
health insurance . . • • • 
annual or ,~cati.on· leiv~ 

. . sickleave 
. .-. .. ·unemployment 

25. Did you have a ;~tfrement plan·with your job?_ .□ I w~ unemploy~ 

.._ □ yes, ~he;~ did. · .. -:.;:·.·. 

~□ no, the,: did-not.·. 
. . . .• • . 
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._.._.;~_ .... ~:: .. / ... -:~·_:?~.-~.!f,/~~:-t,-~\~- ;: .. ·'i#·~·:=:_". • --~i_tti-· ,,. • '.:.-:;;:~:\ 
.;_ -:.;>•~·\:t}· '·· '•, . :•. ; . .:·~ r' ,)i ~: . w 

• ·cRf~::.it~!;~~R¥~Qt"ESTl6~s: The·tbtlo\\ing questioiis'3~k a!iOut \~O~~eri:ce. ;(:. -~ '· 
_ .:~:it·h.tte _cti~n~ a_c:ti\itits· and the:criminal~justice S)'Stem .. ~: • •. :·.-:· !-• .'. '/: .. : t·· •• .;. .... 

• :o .• Ho,~ old were vou ( as ·:m -:td~lt or iu,·enile). -when \'OU-Were first involved iri~ criminal 
. -... , .. :i~tiv.ities?· · .y • :;-:. :::. •• -,· •• ••••••• ;·.; -.:·· ·.:t.-·. :.-:- ·-~.-) ~ · - • Ytars oldi·~_: • .• 

. •. . ... 
..,. ..\ .· ... ·'\>"· .. 

. :-1-· :·... , . :' __ ,;µ}~z . . )',· ~.:: . _ _.:.' .{.;. - . _·. - ·Ji.·-:· ..... ·• ·< . . , ,._ -~ _·., : - , ·.:. ·.·_·. 
--- :C7. +low old we.re··you.4as .~n adtilt otiuveni.Ie)when: you·wer~ first arrest.~d (~aken ~o ~h.e police ... -~-: ·!: • -~. ·, 

•• station to.be 1:!ooked)md tingerprinted-i? ••.. • • :~. • • • • ·•. years oid •• : :: r • • •• 
• ·-· ' • • .:- :'~_;,,'· • ·-·:.. < •.••• -~· ,:;~:· •, . • • . ·. ;: .~- .. ~ >.~:--'_:;.:.:~\ _. • )!.;~ • 

. *:·J 

" • ~8, Have you ~er s~,ed ti,n.ie ~ a ju~:~nile facilityJ ; ,:,p: yes_p 1,10 }· • 
•• lfyes .. _,vhat\vaffr in? .~l~rk 'as nianfas apply: ·.- .. , , 

<" D juvenilt 'cletenuon • ·; -. • ·- • j~_- .; 
-a,-:;. • . :·· 

:·.'"_ . Fo~ pqw long-?~·earls). __ m~nths. 

-· .• • .it;CJ_juvenile c~~~-~t~onal i~stituti~n;7--'.·?,,. ..._ -.. ; . 
• ,, • • -• _ . -For how ion2:,·· · \~~ar(s) --:~-:..: .-_· · . months 

. • ~ :: • . . .• . . :~::-:-·:;::· .. •,.i • • • : .. ; 

• □ residential treatm~nt ·pr¢gfanf.: __ •+ . : .~, 
. ?.' • . .·.. ~ ' •••. 

For :how long·?':::-· _· _year(sJ. mont'1s • 
-~-:;. .-.. .. • ~. . ~ .. .. -~-- ·: :· • .. •. ~( . • 

. - . :~J:·:;~ <. _:'.'-_;;: .... ~, . -'·=~----;r~= ~·~ . . --~ __ . _ . . .. . -. _ .. 
·29_- Ho\v many felony ~ests ha~e you h~'9 bT~fofe··this .. arrt~t?: Arrest· ~-~-~!fyou .. were taken to the 

police sta,t~on, booked ~nd'_fingerprinted. .Cou~t both ad,Wt .and}tiv~nil~ arrests. - • • 
. /<- · · • r .. r · arre$· • · ~- .: . ~ ~- •-<_ • • • • • • • • _; • • • 

.. 
. ..,. . • .• ~ . :rt·~..,....... . ; •. ~-.:-:: . -~.-:- . 

30. How many times~. ~~fore thi$:curre~t- sentence~-:·~av~·you.be~n·i~ jail7 
□·-never·· • D once- •• :r· ·.,_Q twice •. • □ three tifues. D fo~r tHnes or more-

;· . . .. . : . 

.. . • •:' 

3 i .- Ho; many ti~_es have y~u be~n on probation? 
... -

•• _t 

b never - · P once. - ~- i~vice ·_ · •. 

,._ 32. How many tin:ies have· you been on paroleirelease? ·. . □ never. • -□ once· . 0.-t-~ce. . -••• • □ three times -~r more 

........... 
·~;:·· .. 



~ • • ~. . :,,- :,.4• •• .... • • • • , ._.:•·~/~ . ;-{/--.:' • : •. - •• ,,. ULf ~"'~~r '.: }'.--"'¢ : -• . ;'":•·. -• ':y"--·:.. • •• 
.. _,;, . . . ' -:J};i;,, . . .· . . ..... • .• ••• . . .• . . . '\; . . . . ~- . 
: .• ,:.·_:re-~ :.::~;-- .. ·~O~~~Jf.~A~··ED~I~~:TIO~ PR~G~AM QUES110~S: 1\~ f(?po,\ing.[~esti~ns·as1c· • .• 

• ·."'· •• < :::::· :~/:~.a~.ourj·~~i_.,J~~~~ric~~ .. ~iih educati~nal an~ yoc.ati~naf progr~ms before:and,.d~ririg_·incaiceratiQ~··: · 
·" -.. • • . ~:.~~;~: ~ ••• -. • • ' • 

- •':" .. -,. ·, ·:· ~-:sry;.~.::::· :. . . ·.. ·'·: .t . . , . .. .. . . . . . . :i::-- . • .-;. • ,. • . 

:3 3 · Prior itj ·inis)n~arceration. what· 1s -the. hignesi gt~d~ y-0\{llad comp1eteti~ school? 
• ,.. ..:. -·.· • . .· .. : • 

:,,. • .. :~/.:....-· • . -•:'!.•:. 

84. 
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:, . :;·,..;:,: . ,: • . •••. ,GJ ie~s-than.4th l?T·ade·· ...... r : .· •.• □ ·vocitionaf educaticin aftet:hi2h school . • • . •;' ... 
. . -~ •• • ;: •• • ,· ,:.-:::-,·. ·-'.. . • ~ • .... • ·;· '.'~_···.: __ ... · ·: .·.··=~.;!:'•· _:;-!-~:•· ,:~-.::.,.,_..,-•.,_ ~\: .. • ..... ~,:'!· 

'c ·,:~~:-~:,.~ :::; ,1~.i~t:::o!:_·/ :; . . J:~;;:; . ;. ·_ •• ,: .. 
_: . '· .· .: ... · _ .. -·" · •□• ieth gr~de. ·. . • --'~ □ f~ur year colleg~ degree or·ab~y~ ..... 

•• • _. \ • 

0

''.:,,/ □ 11th,~de~·-·:<:f'};'/ .• • :·;. , •·. <~ '._ - -~, _._ ' · 
. ···:/:··•:· .•• . O·---·cQjnpl~t~ti1gh school· . :~,;>} . ·: .:: ~ • 

. . •. 't -. -., . ;,, . ___ ciG~: _· .. ,. •. : ,_>·'- -• -
<-.~~-, •. ,_: :.,:··_ ·.:. \\.- :··: • :::•:·•:;:. •• ·:,· . • • • • •· .. _: ·:.,t::t~;t1{ 

.. ·. ·.. • . ~- . 

-·.~. ;: . :.- . . . . ,, <··\-~--- . _i ~--, .:-- f,·.·· . .· 

34 Were vou in• school immediateh- before·,·01f came-to. ~rison"? • .. :· • • •• • "~ 
• ~-;., · - : · · •. \. . .,{ ;-_, - , • ·: : i • . . : • Cl Y~t }'< • . ; •• 

· ... :: .. :u.t7':~ •• ... ... . ... 

' ..... ' • _ • :/· _·· • __ ::,; __ : • _.· ·: •• ~., ~f<. ·•. - . 

3_5. What tn>~~P~ s'c_h~~J?v~r,e 'you( iri)befor~}ou~ _cami.-io p~son?· •• . 
• • •. - •j ... • •• • • _. • >•."'... .... • • . .•. : · .. 

□ f was not in·· schoo( : • :· .·: • . • □ j~nfor high- school.' C 

. . . . .. 

·. . • • . • ~·-=· ~ • • . 

·: . 9 · bigli ·school/91~It- :. • □ colJ~e . . . 
. ·□ voc.ational/techni~~j- s~h~oi' • :~d =~ther ·. •••. __ -. --------------. :. 

•. 

l -



.. 
....... 

.. \ .. 

--~-:. • ..... · .. 
---3.6. nink back to:your: experiences•in sch~ol"betor~ you ,y~(~ ever-in aj~venile-~r ad~lt :fatilitv. 

Rate your_ experien_ces in schoo~: .:For ea~ti sentel!~~.;-~te ·it "from 1-.for ··strongly agree·· to 5.fo~ ., • 
· ··strongly disagree- or a number iirbet,veen-suc_li:aft 3 or· .i_ • • • ,· · · 

••• ='.1 

:· ·- .··:;., .. 

•• • • ·: -• · ··· • · t:-< .-stronglv 
. . . 

.:• 

a.In 2eneral the teachers didn"t ..• ... .. . 
understand me:. 

. ·b. I ~tudied y#j h~d.· 

c: I had trQubie r~ad~g in cllSs. •. 
. ·/· --~· ·; ... 

• • · d. I did: .mv homework. .. J 

e~ I was ~~ a discfpljne p,rObJem. 
• . • . . .• . . \ ::• ..: • • . ~ 

• , ·f. t u·suaJJv 2ot verv -i6od.szrades · • . • ·. : : . •· ... • . . .... .·..., 

•• g._ I ·,,·as .fr~qu~i1tly in tr~~bl~ 

•. h. 'I ~i~ my )vork in··class. • 

agr~ 
1 • · 2 · 

·□ .. ·a· 

.... ·-□ □ -·-·. 
';:• 

□ 
: □· 

□· □ 

·□·· □ .. 
·o.. ·.□ 

□ 0 
·□ □ 

no 
opinion· 

1 •• .-··,4 

□ .... ·.; □ 

□ □; 

□ □ 

□ □ 

··□ □· 

· ·strongly_ · 
·.disagree. • 

... :?..-. : 
. □· 

□ : 

□ 

□.· 

□-

··□· . □ .. □ 

□- .. o·· □ 
~· 

□ □ □ 

? •. 

:'·it:Ifyou were in prison befo~e~ did. you .participate.~ cir·coniplete e~1Jcati9n pfogr~? • •. 
• . ·. ~,, . . ·:. . . . .. . • , • . . . ' . . • 

. ·-! 

a .. ·aduh. t>~c edu~atio~. 

·b .. comp_leted hi~ school 

.·c~ .GED 

d. \·ocationa1 education 

e.- . some colJege 

f. -~ ..\ degree • • . • 

g. four year college degree or abo~e 

Particip~ted in 
□ 

□ 

-□' 

·.□ 

□ 

·□ 

.□. 

. . 
· Completed 
□-. 

□· 

. . □.•· 
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..... , 

•• 86 . . . . •' 

'.·::~"'' ;'~f;✓.' -:· .. ?·. . .:}· .. -·.r: 

·-.·.:.-,> .•. /. ~ .:-~·-\. ·.•• ... : .. • .. :.:~·.··.· .. . ·.·.·~.~.=~.! .. ··~-. '~\! ; .. • . • 1·_. !; •• • .;.,.: • 

• ,;:~:: .... '· ::\\. 
• ·r .. '.·. :?-.,,·. 

.;-~ ... .... ·:-.. 
•·· . :'-' 

- .•·•·• . t:.. :·•.: .· ' :-: .... : :, • - :~.::: •• ~ ·--~-
:,.!· .. ... ::: .· : . :.: . .- : . . • .._- •. : ;,:·.~{:r_}.' :·.-,... . .. . . . • .. • .i""'·~ 

.,. . JS ... Di~. yoti" p~icip~~e ~n or ~.o~plete .~d~q~tiptj~projfams dtitina· this jnclrc:e,:Btiqn? :; . 
-·1/?•~::~·. • • -~·~;>{.· :.i= -:·;·· .. · ~:: ... :~.t)· ~-·.<(t~·:~ff.~.c~pat.~·~· ~>#~~··· C.gpipl~~:' • • • ... 

• .,. a.•·---adult'basic:education:· · :· • · • · ·-:~ .. ::·:;...:~~□ ::_. ·· :/·~.··~. ' : · · .°'. 
• . . • . ·. . ••• ·• . .·:·· j>·(.~:~,tf :··· . • ·~~f • 

b.· complet:¢ .. high school···:·~·.' ·::. • .. =.,,,;.;,:ff~.-□ :.:: · : ..... ·.·:~.< )!( □ 

. -<•¢·~~ ··: .• . ---;: • '·l'f.:' • 0,. , : □ 
.: · •. • . • .. ct' '~VDClticmal education □ ·•· · . · .. _.. · □ •• ::· · · 

.. , _~f;ifr··'"' .. • -- ... • :•.-·• .••• ····~c',.-· .• ••• • •. .-· ·"··· ., .,· ~ ~·, .·.,_.fi: .. • .. ·.:-:.: 

• . f 

_-..,. 

· :.~. :.·=•le;-- some collesze, • ;_ .- .:· •. ~ .. . . □· 0 . , 

_ -/>:-~ ./~2 ~:1_esree~ , <~- _.,:_:'.:~::),_·a<~ · ..• □ 
• ·_ ¾:~fOUfyear.:COllege degi'ee ~hb~~f •• •• · ci .,,< ,,,. ?:: -:b \ ., · - · .,,., 

·.,.; •· .· 
•·..:#.~~ .. :.-'f-" 

. . . • ?'-'{\. •. ~t,. :· .··_ . ,·~ .• •... : ':.; .· . . ;·. -~---·.-:i-j;_:. • .. . . ... •• ,. . . ·. ::· .• 
: :.39.i_How .. would you·-r"afe th'e·ovetall quality .of the academic.~ducation~lpro~.that" you· : --=-· , • • •. ? r 

·· p.articip_ated .in durin& tm~•ijncgrctratfon? • , . •. ·•. -· ::-_., • - · :_ --.: : • · :;; · .••.• ::.~~ . . • .. • • •• • .-

_; _,-; 't~~\~-~t ;'~~ :hi~-~u~~ b:-~~~slJ.;'!~ali~- _\;\::~~:: _ _.. ·;:· ,·;·, c'.·- .. ,_ ; 
. ' ,: . _ .. •• -:f.: . :. 

d.· □ p~~r .· 
. • ~:, ~i;~~~:: . • ·_ 

•• :. : -:~::, • .. 

•. ,_-,~-~.f,.:.': ·~·.; .• 

i ·:< ;:;;_~:·::: . 
r -. 

:·- ........ 

AO. Ple~;~-raie~the.quality.ofthe ro_#ciwing·";academi¢---ed~~atio~·pi-~grantel~~enis:· • :· .· ·. ~~-- :.. .··:.·· •• 
. ~t~ .. ~a~~l!o.m~}:: for ·''very gpod": to. 5 for. -~~~iy badi~ or. ·a n~Il_lbedn·.between· such· as 2, 3~_·or4f. · • 

. . -.·~--~. ~-·-_;_.:.::: • ·: .. ·: ·.-· . . ••• . . . • .. --:"~- • • • . . ·-~·~-. • •. : •.• _ _:_. . ~::, •• < .··:;.- <-,' 
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. · prismr(housing; earn money, .. 
. - safei enviro~ . • □ .□ ; .. •• □ ,, 'J a·· . . . 

. ' .. .... :.· : ·_-..:~ 
'•.: • :~.:·. • . _, .'"'•,: . 

:~ ~Lb;~ QUESTION;: :llie f~;ibl'ing qu:sti~~ ask•abillt yo~ pffu·upon rel~ase:". 
. . . . ,· .-

... 

:- : •• :~- -. •. If D,o~ d9 you plan io look io~ a jo~?_..,._ ____ . -~---:·_T_-: ·~;·_~···· _*_> _____ _ 
.. ·-:. . .•• 
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• .... · 
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• • • • .... • ·.P-yes -- ·q~~. □do~'~:-~o~-> ··_( . 

..... 
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. . . · . 
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0 Su offender treatment 
0 Mental health treatment 

. OOther: _______ I 

Commat:. ______ _ 

,,....,,,..,..,......,,.,,,,,.,,..,, t ,..., . . , . 

·Chooaecmlyoae 
in each groap: 
OBa~iy 
OSurvey 

03and4 
05and6 

• 01and8 

'Oeasy 
Omedium 
0 dil'ficult •• 

--· --·.-----------· --·--·.--llllli 
~ -Pni lclcasc lnfarmall■• ·@.; -© ... 
¢: -- 1!) Will inmate :baftjobupon ~? OYes ONo -· 

ID -
Ci): -• ~!} If:,es, w11atjoi,,_·_. --------,-----1 .... @._:-.....""' • -

,.,i) was ~c1ivic1ua1 ~ect in ·acaaemic program? : 
~ Ifno,.cloea~tep]aDtoiookforajob? O:Yes ONo· '~ OYes • . • ONo • . --• ·i) haaoDS 'for emollmeat: 

~ • \!) ~s inmate Jaave a soarce of outside help with ·.!, O Court·ordered • O_ Mandato:ry program • = 
employment? O Yes O No , • 0 Treatment program by staff O Volunteered -

. • or parole .board ref en-al • -
;~ At what adcb-ess will the inmate live upon releu~? Provide -

. the street, city, ucl.~ • • . . • • . it°) = !: = reciu_est to participate in -~cation programs. ·= 
· Street:. . • o·yes • • 0 No -

llllli 
Cit,: ___________ -,-· State:____ ~!,-=:: =~est to participate.in vocational eclucatioa,· =· 

$ ONo ad~ a'ldable OYes • · 0 No • • = 
. ~'\ Did ~te ~ ~:w,aiver to be released from man~tmy.· -• @ Who will the mmate live with? · .':;J education reqmremeat? · . ·-

0 Spouse OFriend • OYes • 0 No· -
0 Parent • 0 Alone • • -
Q Other relative Commeat:·_________ ,[t;i. For indivicluala emolled in acaclemic programs, answer all tut· -

-.U apply. (For each program enrollment, use the most recent • -
i~ . enrollment period.) . • • . • • • • ,. -

. ~ Willinmateattencl~ooluponrelease'! · OYes ONo O_AdultBa.sic'Eclutation • · • • : .:::,: -

~ @) If yea,what type of ec:laool? • • . 
0 Adult :Basic Education O Community College 
0 GED . . • 0 University 
0 Vocational~ ••• 

f.) If~ gh'e the name of the ~ieheieue of6cer. 

Commeat: _________________ _ 

tj) If lmowa, give mine of regiODl1 office:. 
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CD 
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CD 

.(I) 
s@ 

·-
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AppendixE 

Glossary49 

Bivariate analysis-the analysis of two variables in order to determine their relationship. 
Bivariate analyses typically take the form of a correlation or a percentage table. 

Coding-the process of assigning raw data a number in order that it can be analyzed 
statistically. 

Dichotomous variable-a variable having only two categories. For example, the variable 
"sex" has two possible categories (male or female). 

Level of significance-the likelihood that an observed relationship between variables can 
be attributed to sampling error. For instance, if a relationship between variables is 
described as being significant at the .10 level, the likelihood of that relationship being 
attributable to error is no greater than 10 out of 100. 

Multivariate analysis-the analysis of simultaneous relationships between more than two 
variables. Regression analysis, or the representation of variable relationships in the form 
of an equation, is an example of multivariate analysis. 

Univariate analysis-the analysis of a single variable, usually in the form of a frequency 
or an average, in order to describe that variable. 

Variable-a logical grouping of attributes. For instance, the variable "recidivism" can 
include the attributes of rearrest, reconviction, and reincarceration. 

49 This glossary is adapted :from Babbie (1995). 
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